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Map 1: Context Map for Riverfront Woods Preserve 
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Map 2: Aerial View of Riverfront Woods Preserve with parcel IDs, potential vernal pools, Conceptual 

“Carriage Trail”, and Conceptual Open Space Trail 
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Goals of the Management Plan 

Overview: This management plan provides guidance for three properties known as Riverfront Woods 

Preserve:  Barker Preserve parcel, Dugas parcel, and an open space lot at the end of Riverfront Drive. In 

2017, Yarmouth Town Councilors voted to approve the use of Land Acquisition Funds towards the 

purchase of the Dugas property.  Through the town’s Land Acquisition Reserve and other sources, the 

Town of Yarmouth purchased the parcel of land from Steven and Greg Dugas (dba Riverboat LLC). In 

2019, the Dugas property along with an open space lot and the adjacent town owned Barker Preserve 

were permanently protected through two conservation easements held by Royal River Conservation 

Trust (RRCT) and a Land for Maine’s Future (LMF) project agreement. Support and fundraising by RRCT, 

funding from Land for Maine’s Future, and widespread approval and generosity from the public helped 

make this project a reality.   

The goal of this plan is to govern the use and stewardship of the newly created RWP, while ensuring 

compliance with the conservation easements, LMF project agreement, and other deed restrictions. This 

plan is the result of considerable effort to gauge public opinion, to study the land’s natural and social 

history, and to carefully balance the town’s expressed interests in conservation, recreation, and 

community.  

Management of RWP requires the town to be proactive in order to reduce visitor use conflicts and to 

ensure compliance with conservation easements held by RRCT; the LMF project agreement; and deed 

restrictions on the adjacent town-owned Barker Preserve.  This management plan for RWP outlines the 

known activities and processes that are of ongoing concern and interest to the town.  The plan also 

provides a set of allowances and restrictions to govern the property, these allowances and restrictions 

are designed to maintain and enhance the property’s resource values, while providing the public with 

recreational opportunities in keeping with the intent of low-impact, contemplative and scenic 

enjoyment of the property.  

This management plan is intended to satisfy the LMF project agreement requirement to develop a 

“Multi-Resource” management plan and, as a requirement of that agreement, this plan will be reviewed 

and updated at least once every ten years and submitted to the Maine Department of Agriculture, 

Conservation, and Forestry for review and approval. This plan will also inform partner organizations, 

including RRCT; and provide guidance to town staff, contractors and volunteers who conduct on-the-

ground management activities, in accordance with the restrictions in the conservation easements, 

project agreement, and any associated deeds. 

Property Description 

RWP in Yarmouth, Maine is made up of various town-owned parcels: a.) 7.2-acre parcel of open space 

deeded by the Riverboat LLC subdivision; b.) the 19.5-acre parcel purchased from Steven and Greg 

Dugas dba Riverboat LLC; and c.) the 24-acre parcel known as Barker Preserve. 

These properties provide an ideal site for low-impact, quiet, contemplative and scenic outdoor 

recreation and enjoyment by the general public. RWP is an important undeveloped scenic and 

natural buffer that enhances the primitive experience of recreational users of the Royal River.   
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RWP is located within the Royal River watershed and protection of this watershed is of vital 

importance to the overall health of the Royal River ecosystem for reasons including the property’s 

significant vernal pools, undeveloped tributary streams, and mature riparian forests.   

The Town recognizes the uniqueness of the property and the importance of conserving its high-

quality wildlife habitat and its scenic, natural, and low-impact recreational values. 

Property Bounds (See Map 2 on Page 4): RWP is partially bounded by, but also bisected on the east by a 

railroad currently owned by the State of Maine and leased to the St. Lawrence & Atlantic Railroad. A 

publicly deeded right of way over the railroad tracks connects the RWP open space lot (bounded by 

private residential parcels) to the rest of the preserve. RWP is further bounded on the west by the Royal 

River, and on the north and south by private undeveloped properties. It is bisected by a powerline 

easement granted to Central Maine Power Company (CMP). There are utility poles, utility lines and 

associated structures as well as a poorly maintained culvert and an unpaved access for CMP service 

vehicles in the CMP Easement Area. Outside of this area, most of the Preserve is undeveloped forest, 

wetland, and riparian zone. 

RWP benefits from an access easement across certain Riverfront Drive residential lots, for the 

purpose of emergency and management access (See Appendix K). 

Riverfront Woods Preserve Objectives 

RWP has the potential to benefit the local community for many years to come. These parcels will make 

many natural contributions to our town:  

• Provide outdoor recreational and educational opportunities;

• Protect significant vernal pools and associated critical terrestrial habitat

• Protect other significant wildlife habitat and natural areas;

• Support the town’s open space vision;

• Maintain the area’s scenic and rural character; and

• Protect water quality in the Royal River watershed.

Management and oversight of Riverfront Woods Preserve (See Appendix C) 

Management and stewardship decisions for RWP will be made by Yarmouth Community Services, with 

guidance and on-the-ground management suggestions by the Royal River Conservation Trust and the 

Yarmouth Parks and Lands Committee (PLC) to ensure compliance with the properties’ conservation 

easements and this management plan. As an additional requirement of the LMF project agreement, a 

monitoring report will be filed annually with the appropriate designated state agency. 

The management plan shall at least meet minimum standards related to the conservation easements, 

project agreement, deed restrictions, and permit approval conditions, if the plan fails to do so the most 

restrictive of these conditions will still apply. 
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The conservation easements protecting the property describe several areas of the property that are 

unique or particularly sensitive, and therefore require special treatment.  Natural communities that are 

uncommon or rare will be managed in a more sensitive manner to allow habitats that contribute to 

statewide biodiversity to persist into the future.  Areas around wetlands, streams, and the Royal River 

will also be managed in accordance with the conservation easements to protect water quality and 

aquatic habitat.  Further on-the-ground assessments may reveal additional sensitive areas for plants, 

wildlife, and other conservation purposes. 

(See Appendix C for more detailed Conservation Easement Restrictions and corresponding Management 

Actions) 

Trail Development (See Appendix C) 

The Town will review the existing CMP easement and evaluate the powerline corridor to use a portion 

of it as a “Carriage Trail”. The Town is required to submit the location and width of the “Carriage Trail” 

to RRCT for approval, the Town will also submit the location and design to CMP for review. To the 

extent that budget and existing conditions allow, the “Carriage Trail” will be built to a Universal Access 

(UA) standard. At the time of the creation of this management plan, it is anticipated that UA trail will be 

constructed through the open space lot and to a scenic lookout at the beaver bog. Additionally, 

primitive trails will be constructed as allowed by the conservation easements.  

Public Access / Other Rights of Access 

Hours of operation are governed by the Town’s Public Grounds Ordinance, see Chapter 501 for current 

restrictions on hours of operation if existing. 

Parking is located at the end of Riverfront Drive.  The main entrance to RWP is at the Kiosk at the back 

side of the parking lot.  Access to the RWP is through the open space lot and trail, the boundaries of the 

open space lot are well marked with Town of Yarmouth property boundary signs and visitors should be 

encouraged to respect private landowner property adjacent to the trail (See Map 2). 

The only permitted public crossing of the railroad is through a deeded right of way (shown on Map 2) at 

an at grade crossing to be used as a trail, as well as a maintenance and emergency access route.  Signs 

will be installed to discourage any public or recreational use of the railroad, except at the designated 

crossing. 

The Town has an incipient (not activated) easement over the nearby Alderbrook Lane development to 
the railroad tracks in the near vicinity of the property boundaries, which may be established and 
activated in the future for an additional point of access.

A map of the property is included with the signs at the main entrance to the preserve.  The Town also 

installed signs at key boundary points to encourage respect of the private neighboring properties. 

Central Maine Power Company retains an easement for rights to access their power lines through the 

property. 

Town staff may close trails and portions of the property on a temporary basis and only for the purposes 

of public safety, wildlife management, resource protection, or other reasons that further the 

conservation purposes and objectives of the property. It is impossible to predict and enumerate all the 

potential occurrences necessitating public closures within the previously mentioned parameters. 
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Decisions on temporary closures will be made by the Director of Community Services or the Town 

Manager in consultation with the PLC. To ensure that reasonable discretion is used, the Town Council 
may direct override of the closure. Temporary closures will be posted at the RWP kiosk and/or 

trailhead, as well as on the Facebook pages of Parks and Lands, Town of Yarmouth, and/or Yarmouth 

Community Services.  

The Town will work toward developing and publicizing a schedule for trail construction and construction 

of other amenities (See Appendix D for an estimated timeframe and costs of development).  

Recreation Management: 

The LMF project agreement requires that the Town not allow any uses of the property that diminish its 

natural resource values. Conservation easements held by RRCT further reinforce this idea by stating, 

“the Protected Property may be used only for conservation, low-impact recreation by the general 

public, educational activities and natural resource management activities that do not materially 

adversely affect the Protected Property’s important natural, ecological and habitat values. . . .[L]ow-

impact recreation includes, but is not limited to, nature observation and study, hiking, running, 

snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, ice skating, kayaking, canoeing.” Trails will be constructed on the 

property to accommodate these enumerated low impact uses; trails will be monitored for erosion 

issues and visitor use conflicts by Yarmouth Community Services, Town stewardship staff, and 

volunteers.  

RWP is a desirable destination or stopover location for year-round users of the Royal River. To ensure 

protection of the riverbanks, the shoreline will be monitored for impacts due to high use. Preventative 

options will be considered if impacts begin to occur. Other maintenance issues and visitor use conflicts 

on the property will be addressed as they arise.  

It is impossible to predict and enumerate all the potential visitor uses that may come up in the next ten 

years. Any uses not enumerated below as “Allowed” or “Prohibited” will require review by and 

permission from Yarmouth Community Services Department. Yarmouth Community Services Staff also 

reserves the right to further restrict the allowed uses should an allowed use conflict with the 

conservation values of the property or has the potential to interfere with or be harmful to other visitors 

(See section II.B.6 of the conservation easement). 

Summary of Allowed Uses (See Appendix A) 

At this time, the following uses are determined to be in keeping with the natural resource values 

of the property and with the conservation easements and project agreement and are allowed:   

• Pedestrian uses: hiking, snowshoeing, XC skiing, walking, wildlife observation;

• Other outdoor recreational activities: skating, fishing, kayaking, canoeing;

• Use of electric mobility devices by users with disabilities, similar in size to powered wheelchairs, 

with a maximum width of 36 inches; (see Appendix F for trail assessment)
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Summary of Prohibited Uses (See Appendix B for explanation of prohibited uses) 

At this time, the following uses are determined to be in conflict with the Town’s commitment, 

obligated by the conservation easements and project agreement, to prevent any use that would 

unreasonably conflict with the property’s wildlife habitat values or its predominantly natural 

and scenic condition: 

• domesticated animals (not including service-animals), bicycles, horseback riding, motorized

recreational vehicles and recreational snowmobiles.

• Hunting and trapping are regulated through Yarmouth’s local ordinances; federal and state laws;

and deed restrictions, as applicable.  Hunting is prohibited on the Barker parcel by deed, please

refer to current local ordinances for information on hunting and trapping on the Dugas parcel

and the Open Space Lot. At the time of the creation of this management plan, firearms are

prohibited on RWP by the Chapter 314 Firearms Ordinance and the use of animal traps, water

sets, or snares is prohibited by Chapter 501 Public Grounds Ordinance.

Forest Management: 

Forest management activities on RWP are restricted by the conservation easements held by RRCT and 

the LMF project agreement. The conservation easements prohibit any commercial forestry on the 

property and the LMF project agreement requires any forestry activity beyond routine management be 

done under the supervision of a licensed forester. 

As a result, any forest management will be limited to ecological management and no forestry activity 

beyond routine management will be done without a licensed forester. 

Vegetation management on the property will be limited to actions necessary to facilitate trail 

construction and maintenance; to construct allowed structures; to remove hazard trees; and to control 

invasive species.  

Hazard trees will be evaluated by Yarmouth Community Services, but will be judged on the criteria that 

they pose a threat to structures; are located at trail junctions, scenic views, or other areas where people 

may congregate; or are an imminent threat to fall on the trail during normal weather conditions. 

Invasive species control will be undertaken by Yarmouth Community Services stewardship staff, 

contractors, and volunteers under supervision of Yarmouth Community Services staff. Any invasive 

species control will be completed to standards of the UMaine Cooperative Extension or another 

conservation organization. Any herbicide application to control invasives will be conducted by a licensed 

pesticide applicator with special care taken to avoid impacts to the property’s significant vernal pools, 

wetlands, streams, and the Royal River. Any herbicides used on the property will be applied in the late 

summer or early fall after juvenile amphibians have migrated out of vernal pools. 
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Ecological Management: 

Ecological management on the property will be considered during all routine management activities. 

More active ecological enhancement may be undertaken to control invasive vegetation. When 

replanting is necessary after invasive species control, high value native species will be used for 

revegetation. Due to the already high diversity of native plants on the property, natural recolonization 

by native plants will be possible through natural seed dispersion and the need to replant with natives 

will be unlikely. 

Trails are being designed to accommodate future beaver recolonization, with the intent that beaver 

habitation will promote the property’s ecological values and enhance water quality and flood control of 

the Royal River.  Although beaver management is allowed by the conservation easements, purposeful 

trail designs should reduce the need for beaver management.  

Mowing will be limited to maintenance of the “Carriage Trail” and the open space lot field. Mowing of 

the “Carriage Trail” will be undertaken when the grass is dry and amphibians are less likely to be 

present. Mowing of the “Carriage Trail” will be limited to the width approved by RRCT in supplemental 

requests. Mowing of the open space lot field will be undertaken annually in the fall. Primitive trails may 

be weed whacked in select areas to reduce herbaceous vegetation on the trail and minimize exposure of 

users to ticks. 

Erosion will be monitored on trails and high traffic areas. When signs of erosion issues appear, steps will 

be taken to mitigate the problem. Monitoring of erosion will be particularly important near streams, 

wetlands, the Royal River, and within significant vernal pool critical terrestrial habitat. Erosion control 

mix will be spread on disturbed soils to prevent further erosion and facilitate natural revegetation. 

Visitors will be directed away from sensitive areas using methods that minimize impacts to the scenic 

values of the property.  

Downed trees blocking the trail will be cleared 5 feet back from trails to minimize the visual impacts of 

cutting and will be limbed to promote contact of the trunk and branches with the ground. This practice 

facilitates rot, thereby reducing fire hazards and increasing the number of rotted logs utilized by 

salamanders.  

Although vegetation management conducted by CMP within the powerline easement is not regulated by 

conservation easements, the project agreement, or this management plan, CMP should be reminded of 

the resource values of the property. CMP’s vegetation management teams should be encouraged to use 

best management practices for herbicides especially within significant vernal pool critical terrestrial 

habitats. Alternatively, CMP offers a landowner maintenance agreement in which the Town could accept 

responsibility for, and the costs associated with, managing the vegetation on the powerline to standards 

acceptable to CMP. 
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Appendix A-Summary of Deed, Conservation, and Project Agreement Restrictions and Allowances 

The management plan provides rules for three properties known as Riverfront Woods Preserve:  Barker 

Preserve parcel, Dugas parcel, and the subdivision’s Open Space Lot.   

Uses in RWP Barker Deed Conservation Easements 
(Applies to Dugas parcel and 
Barker Preserve parcel) 

LMF Project 
Agreement 
(Applies to 
Dugas parcel) 

Management plan 
rules (See Appendix B 
for explanation) 

Walking Expressly Allowed Allowed 

Running Expressly Allowed Allowed 

Nordic Skiing Expressly Allowed Allowed 

Snowshoeing Expressly Allowed Allowed 

Fishing Expressly Allowed Allowed 

Skating Expressly Allowed Allowed 

Kayaking Expressly Allowed Allowed** 

Canoeing Expressly Allowed Allowed** 

Hunting and 
trapping* 

Restricted Allowed Subject to Federal, 
State, and Local Laws* 

Allowed 
Subject to 
Federal, 
State, and 
Local Laws * 

Restricted* 

See Town Ordinance 
Chapters 314 and 501 

Recreational 
Motorized 
Vehicles 

Restricted Restricted Prohibited 

Other Power-
driven 
Recreational 
Mobility Devices 

Allowed per 
Maine 
Human 
Rights Act 

Allowed as may be guided by 
a trail assessment or 
management plan 

Restricted 

Dogs Prohibited 

Bicycles Prohibited 

Horseback 
Riding 

Prohibited 

*Hunting and trapping are regulated by town ordinance; federal and state laws; and deed restrictions,

as applicable. Hunting and trapping are restricted by town ordinance in the Riverfront Woods Preserve.

** Storage of boats on the property is prohibited. 
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Appendix B- Explanation of Prohibited Uses 

USE Reasons for Prohibition 

Dogs • Conservation easements have a clause addressing maintenance and
erosion prevention and the Town is responsible for any unnatural
disturbance to the banks of Royal River, streams, and vernal pools

• The waste left behind by dogs poses a threat to water quality of the
property’s significant vernal pools. Although many users in town are
diligent about cleaning up after their pets, dog waste issues in other
parks continue to be an issue.

• Vernal pools are at times located near trails and wading by dogs could
cause erosion, siltation, and disturbance to eggs masses in the Spring

Hunting and 
trapping* 

• Hunting prohibited by deed on Barker

• Hunting and trapping restricted by town ordinance in the Riverfront
Woods Preserve (See Town Ordinance Chapters 314 and 501)

Recreational Motor 
Vehicles (not 

including other 
power-driven 
recreational 
mobility devices) 

• Trails are not being built to accommodate recreational motor vehicles

• Prohibited by deed on Barker

• Necessity to protect the properties resource values and water quality

• Conservation easements have a clause addressing maintenance and
erosion prevention

Bicycles • Primitive trail development is limited by the conservation easements
and limits imposed on the hardening of these trails will prevent the
accommodation of bikes

• As the design and surfacing of the “Carriage Trail” allows, bicycles may
be permitted on the “Carriage Trail”. This use would have to be
approved by the Town Council after design and advice from Yarmouth
Community Services and the Parks and Lands Committee.

Horseback Riding • Trails bridges and boardwalks are not designed to accommodate horses

• Trails are not being pruned or maintained to accommodate horses

• Horse manure could pose a threat to water quality of the property’s
significant vernal pools

*Hunting and trapping are regulated by town ordinance; federal and state laws; and deed restrictions,

as applicable. Hunting and trapping are restricted by town ordinance in the Riverfront Woods Preserve.
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Appendix C- Development Restrictions and Management Actions 

Management/ 
Development Activity 

Conservation 
Easement 
Reference 
Section 

Conservation Easement Restrictions* Management Actions* 

Primitive Trail Construction 
(See Appendix D) 

II.E.4 • Single file width with minor
allowances for passing

• Designed, located, constructed,
and maintained to prevent
erosion and protect
conservation values

• Built to primitive trail standards
agreed to by Holder and
Grantor defined by state,
federal, or conservation
organization

• Limited gravel use is permitted
in discrete areas to prevent
erosion

• Primitive trails will be built to standards as
outlined in Appendix B of USFS Forest Service
Trail Accessibility Guidelines (FSTAG), 2013,
Federal Trail Data Standards -- Class Matrix,
Class 2, Moderately Developed, or other
standards approved by RRCT. (See Appendix E
for typical)

• Yarmouth Community Services will lay out trails
and consult with RRCT during trail lay out
process

• On the ground consultation will be performed
by a natural resource and wetland expert

• Trail locations and design will be approved by
Parks and Lands Committee
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Management/ 
Development Activity 

Conservation 
Easement 
Reference 
Section 

Conservation Easement Restrictions* Management Actions* 

Development within 100 ft 
of Royal River1 

II.B.7
II.D.1-3

• Any and all development within
100 ft of the Royal River is
subject to formal approval by
RRCT either by approval of
management plan or
supplemental requests

• Minor structures (enumerated
in CE), a canoe landing, bridge
over the Royal River are all
allowed provided RRCT approval

• Any proposed development within 100 ft of the
Royal River not already included in the
management plan will be formally approved by
RRCT

1Also subject to all applicable Town of Yarmouth 
Shoreland Zoning and Flood Hazard Ordinance 
Requirements 

“Carriage Trail” 
Development 

II.E.4.a • Location and width subject to
formal approval by RRCT

• After formal approval can be
constructed in a width and
durability necessary to
accommodate emergency and
maintenance vehicles

• Yarmouth Community Services will consult with
a natural resource and wetland expert in the
field

• Trail designs will be produced by Yarmouth
Community Services

• Location and width will be formally approved
by RRCT before construction

• Trail design and location will also be approved
by the Parks and Lands Committee
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Management/ 
Development Activity 

Conservation 
Easement 
Reference 
Section 

Conservation Easement Restrictions* Management Actions* 

Minor Improvements 
(signs, kiosks, benches, 
etc.) 

II.D.1 • Kiosks, registration boxes,
memorial benches, and fences
to protect natural resources or
for safety are all allowed

• Any infrastructure within 100 ft
of the Royal River is subject to
formal approval by RRCT

• Kiosks will be built to the standard used on the
West Side Trail to promote continuity
throughout Yarmouth

• Benches will be built to the standard approved
by the Parks and Lands Committee

• Trail signs will be designed to the standards
developed by the Parks and Lands Committee
and in use at Pratt’s Brook Park

• Any improvements within 100ft of the Royal
River will be formally approved with RRCT

Erosion control and repair II.E.4.d 
-Erosion
prevention is
mentioned
throughout,
but this is
the key
provision
requiring
ongoing
maintenance

• Ongoing theme throughout that
all activities occurring on the
property must be done in such a
way as to limit erosion

• Existing erosion has been
documented in the baseline
documentation provided by
RRCT and the town will be
responsible for preventing and
remedying any further erosion

• Erosion control measures will be
done to standards defined by
state, federal, or other
conservation organizations or in
close consultation with RRCT

• Erosion control structures will be built to
standards defined in the USFS Standard Trail
Plans and Specifications

• Erosion control measures will be implemented
during trail and structure construction

• Erosion repair within 100 ft of the Royal River
will be site specific and done in close
consultation with RRCT
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Management/ 
Development Activity 

Conservation 
Easement 
Reference 
Section 

Conservation Easement Restrictions* Management Actions* 

Vegetation Management II.B.3 • Vegetation may be managed to
install and maintain allowed
structures and trails

• Invasive plants may be managed
to improve habitat

• Vegetation may be managed to
reduce safety or human health
hazards

• No commercial forestry

• No forestry beyond routine
management without the
supervision of a licensed
forester (project agreement)

• Vegetation will be managed minimally for trail
construction (no more than necessary to
achieve the width specified in conservation
easements) and for installation of allowed
structures

• Vegetation will be managed in a way that limits
erosion

• Invasive plants may be managed and will be
done to standards of the UMaine Cooperative
Extension or another conservation organization

• Any vegetation management within 100 ft of
the Royal River will be done in close
consultation with RRCT

Wildlife Management II.B.4 • Must conform with best
management practices or other
standards established in
Management plan

• Removal of beaver dams,
trapping of nuisance wildlife,
and extermination of dangerous
and invasive insects are allowed

• Trails will be laid out and designed in a way that
plans for future beaver cohabitation

• Unforeseen nuisance wildlife will be managed
to standards defined by the State of Maine
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Management/ 
Development Activity 

Conservation 
Easement 
Reference 
Section 

Conservation Easement Restrictions* Management Actions* 

Maintenance Use of 
Motorized Vehicles 

II.B.2 • Use of motorized vehicles for
maintenance is allowed

• The town may authorize CMP to
use carriage road access trail to
the CMP corridor provided such
use reduces environmental
impacts

• Vehicles will be used for construction of the
“Carriage Trail” and used in a way to minimize
erosion and impact to sensitive natural
communities

• Vehicles may be used for during construction of
other allowed structures as necessary, but will
used in a way to minimize erosion and impacts
to sensitive natural communities

Boundary Posting III.E • The town is responsible for
maintaining boundary
monuments

• Property corners are currently adequately
monumented

• Boundaries lines will be posted with small signs
using the Town of Yarmouth Logo
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Management/ 
Development Activity 

Conservation 
Easement 
Reference 
Section 

Conservation Easement Restrictions* Management Actions* 

Structures II.D • Major Structures are not
allowed, including buildings,
barns, bleachers, permanent
lighting, and tree stands

• Allowances have been made for
minor structures including signs,
kiosks, fences for resource
protection, and trail
improvement structures

• Allowance for a canoe or kayak
landing as a measure to prevent
erosion to the bank of the Royal
River

• Allowance for a future
recreational bridge over the
Royal River

• All Structures within 100ft of
the Royal River are subject to
formal approval by RRCT

• Structure development will be limited to the
minor structures covered in Section II.D.1 of
the conservation easement, any structure
development beyond the scope of this section
will be reviewed with RRCT for approval

• A canoe or kayak landing may be explored if
signs of high use and impacts occcur, but will
be done in close consultation with and have
formal approval of RRCT

• All structures within 100 ft of the Royal River
will be formally approved by RRCT
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Management/Development 
Activity 

Open Space Lot (Army Corps Permit Restrictions)  Management Actions* 

Open Space Lot • Boardwalks limited to 4’ width

• Trail layout defined in permit

• Vegetative clearing restricted

• Boardwalks will be built to widths, lengths,
designs, and in locations approved by the Army
Corps permit

• Upland trail will be laid out as approved by
Army Corps Permit

• There will be no vegetative clearing in the open
space lot except as approved by the Army
Corps
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Appendix D: Schedule of Development (Timeframe subject to approval, funding, permitting, and volunteer support) 

Schedule of Development 

TASK ACTION STEPS ESTIMATED 
TIMEFRAME 

WHO ESTIMATED 
COST 

EXPECTED 
CLOSURES 

Kiosk at 
Trailhead 

• Draw up plan using WST kiosk
as a model and estimate
materials

• Purchase and deliver material

• Build kiosk

• Install maps, signs, and rules
on kiosk

Spring 2019 
(completed) 

• Town staff and
volunteers

$700 None 

Boundary 
Posting 

• Purchase Signs

• Locate Boundaries

• Post Signs

Spring 2019 
(completed) 

• Town staff <$500 None 

Natural 
Resource 
Inventories 

• Create floodplain map and
map of potential flooding by
beavers

• Identify and map invasive
vegetation

• Map wetland and significant
vernal pools (SEE DEP
permitting below)
(completed)

• Train volunteers to monitor
significant vernal pools
annually

• Analyze impacts of dogs on
wildlife, water quality, and
other natural resources

Spring 2019 and 
beyond 

• Town staff

• Interns

• Volunteers

• School groups

• Wetland/natural
resource consultant

tbd None 
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Schedule of Development 

TASK ACTION STEPS ESTIMATED 
TIMEFRAME 

WHO ESTIMATED 
COST 

EXPECTED 
CLOSURES 

DEP 
Permitting 

• Survey for significant vernal
pools on Barker parcel (Dugas
Parcel already completed)
(completed)

• Delineate wetlands on Barker
parcel (Dugas already
completed) (completed)

• Locate proposed trails
wetland crossings and
proximity to vernal pools and
Royal River

• Schedule initial meeting with
DEP

• Complete required DEP
permitting

Winter/Spring 2020 • Town staff and
wetland consultant

Wetland 
Consultant: 
$1,690 
Permitting 
Fees: 
~$450 

None 

Signs • Design and order trail signs,
RR crossing signs, kiosk signs,
canoe/kayak landing signs,
and boundary signs (RR and
boundary signs complete)

Summer 2019-Fall 
2020 

• Town staff $750-1,250 None 

Open Space 
Boardwalks 

• DEP permitting (permitting for
open space lot done as part of
subdivision project)

• Design boardwalks (based on
permitting specs)

• Purchase and deliver
materials

• Build boardwalks

Summer 2019 
(completed) 

• Permitting done by
Dugas

• Design and build by
town staff and
volunteers

None 
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Schedule of Development 

TASK ACTION STEPS ESTIMATED 
TIMEFRAME 

WHO ESTIMATED 
COST 

EXPECTED 
CLOSURES 

RR Crossing • Install Signs at crossing
(completed 2019)

• Install signs along RR directing
to crossing

• Design/permitting for crossing
(completed 2019)

• Build crossing

Summer 2019-
Summer 2020 

• Permitting already
done by Town

• Design already done
by Wyman and
Simpson

• Site work to be done
by contractor

• Timber crossings
must be done by
MDOT

• Signs installed by
town staff

$10,000-
15,000 

Yes 

“Carriage 
Trail” 

• Reach out to CMP for
potential collaboration
(completed 2019)

• Layout route in the field
(completed 2019)

• Locate with GPS

• Locate wetland crossings and
Proximity to vernal Pools
(completed 2019)

• Create plan for design and
width

• Approve location and width
with PLC and RRCT

• Surface Uplands

• Build wetland/stream
Crossings

Late 2019-Fall 2020 
and beyond as 
funding allows 

• Permitted and
designed by town
staff, wetland and
natural resource
consultants and
volunteers

• Construction done by
contractor

$100,000-
135,000 UA 
trail complete 
to Royal River 

Yes 
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Schedule of Development 

TASK ACTION STEPS ESTIMATED 
TIMEFRAME 

WHO ESTIMATED 
COST 

EXPECTED 
CLOSURES 

Primitive 
Trails 

• Layout route in field
(complete 2019)

• Locate with GPS

• Approve locations with PLC
and RRCT

• Locate wetland crossings

• Clear trail

• Build bog bridges

• Design stream crossings

• Build stream crossing

• Build “potential” boardwalk

Winter 2020 (laid 
out, located, 
designed, and 
approved) 
Summer/Fall 2020 
(Stream crossing, 
boardwalks, and 
trails built) 
Fall 2020-Spring 
2021 (potential 
wetland boardwalk 
built) 

• Built and designed by
town staff and
volunteers

• Approved by PLC and
RRCT

• GPS done by wetland
consultant

Stream 
Crossing: 
$5,000 
Potential 
Wetland 
Boardwalk: 
$6,000 
Bog Bridges: 
$1,500-2,000 

Limited 
Areas 

Canoe/Kayak 
Landing (wait 
and monitor 
impacts) 

• Evaluate riverbanks for lowest
impact landing area

• Approve location and any
necessary signs with RRCT

• Purchase and add signs
directing river traffic to
landing

• Long-term: Consider
permanent and more formal
landing

Wait and monitor 
impacts 

• Evaluation (town
staff, volunteers, PLC,
RRCT)

• Minor Improvements
(Town Staff)

• Signs (town staff)

• Future Improvements
(contractor)

$200 with the 
potential for 
additional 
need 

None 

Full Build Out • 2-3 Years ~$167,000 
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Appendix E: Primitive Trail Graphic “Typical” 
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Appendix F: Trail Assessment for “other power-driven mobility devices” (OPDMD) 

Maximum width (36”): Boardwalks are being constructed with a clear tread width of 41”, this width is 

functionally reduced by the winding nature of the boardwalks and the necessity for minor turning. As a 

result, the maximum width of OPDMD’s that can be safely accommodated is 36.” 

Engine type (electric only): The sensitive nature of the vernal pools and necessity to protect the 

properties water quality, prevents the accommodation of gas and other fuel powered engines. The noise 

produced by combustion engines is further in conflict with the intent of low-impact, contemplative, and 

scenic enjoyment of the property. 

INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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Appendix G: Conservation Easements

INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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CONSERVATION EASEMENT 

RIVER LOT PARCEL AKA NORTH PARCEL 

The TOWN of YARMOUTH, a duly organized Maine municipal corporation, located and 
operating in Cumberland County, Maine and having an office at 200 Main St, Yarmouth, 
ME 04096 (hereinafter "Grantor," which word is intended to include, unless the context 
clearly indicates otherwise, the above-named Grantor, its successor and assigns, and any 
successors in interest to the Protected Property), DOES HEREBY GRANT AND RELEASE 
as a gift to the ROYAL RIVER CONSERVATION TRUST, INC., a charitable and non
profit corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Maine, with a 
mailing address of PO Box 90, Yarmouth, ME 04096 (hereinafter "Holder," which word 
shall, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, include Holder's successors and/or 
assigns), in perpetuity, this conservation easement (the "Conservation Easement" or 
"Easement") pursuant to Title 33, M.R.S. Section 476 et seq., inclusive, as amended, on, 
over and through a parcel of land of approximately 19 .48 acres in the Town of Yarmouth 
Maine, located on the easterly side of the Royal River and more particularly described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and made part hereof, being the fee simple portion of the premises 
acquired by deed from Riverboat LLC to the Grantor that lies westerly of the railroad line, 
which deed is dated as of July 15, 2019 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds, Book '3S7'l�, Page '2,,<:;;t.., , (hereinafter referred to as the "Protected Property"). 

The Protected Property is being purchased in part, with funds from the State of Maine Land 
for Maine's Future Fund ("LMF"), established under Title 5 M.R.S., Chapter 353, Section 
6200 et seq., as amended and augmented by P.L. 2009, c.645, Sec. J. The Protected 
Property is subject to a Project Agreement by and between Land for Maine's Future, the 
State of Maine, through its Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry, (the 
Designated State Agency, hereinafter the "DSA") and Grantor and which is recorded 
immediately after this Easement in said Registry of Deeds in Book3S'7">q Page 1.5; (the 
"Project Agreement"). 

This Conservation Easement ensures that the Protected Property shall be managed for 
conservation purposes and uses. This Conservation Easement is granted exclusively for the 
following conservation purposes: 

I. PURPOSE OF THE EASEMENT AND CONSERVATION VALUES

The purpose of this Conservation Easement is to preserve in perpetuity the unique and 
undeveloped character of the Protected Property and to protect the high-quality habitat of 
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the forest, field, wetlands, river and associated ecosystems, while also providing 

opportunities for outdoor recreation in keeping with the intent of low-impact, contemplative 

and scenic enjoyment of the Protected Property by the general public. 

The following recitals more particularly describe the conservation and other values of the 

Protected Property and, collectively, are the "Conservation Values" to be protected by the 

grant of this Conservation Easement: 

WHEREAS, the Protected Property is an undeveloped 19.5-acre parcel of land with 

approximately 684 feet of frontage on the Royal River in the Town of Yarmouth, Maine, 

where there are few undeveloped waterfront tracts of this size and nature; and 

WHEREAS, the Town of Yarmouth is subject to considerable development pressure and 

sprawl that often closes or restricts access to open space traditionally used and enjoyed by 

the public for low-impact recreational purposes; and 

WHEREAS, the Protected Property abuts other undeveloped conservation lands of Grantor 

held for similar low-impact recreational purposes; and 

WHEREAS, the Protected Property provides an ideal site for low-impact outdoor recreation 

and enjoyment by the general public; and the Protected Property provides an important 

undeveloped scenic and wildlife buffer that enhances the primitive experience of 

recreational users of the Royal River; and 

WHEREAS, the Protected Property is located within the Royal River watershed and 

protection of this watershed is of vital importance to the overall health of the Royal River 

ecosystem, for reasons including the Property's potentially significant vernal pools, 

undeveloped tributary streams, and mature riparian forests; and 

WHEREAS, Grantor and Holder recognize the uniqueness of the Protected Property and 

have the common purpose of conserving the high-quality wildlife habitat and the natural and 

low-impact recreational values of the Protected Property by conveyance of this Conservation 

Easement on, over, through and across the Protected Property; and 

WHEREAS, this Conservation Easement will establish a large natural low-impact recreation area 

and will prohibit recreational activities not in keeping with the intention of low-impact use of the 

Protected Property, and prevent any use or change that would unreasonably conflict with its 

wildlife habitat values or its predominantly natural and scenic condition; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, Grantor and Holder hereby establish this Conservation Easement on, over, 
and across the Protected Property consisting of the foregoing recitals and purposes, and the 
following terms, covenants, restrictions and affirmative rights are hereby granted to Holder, its 
successors and assigns, which shall run with and bind the Protected Property, in perpetuity: 
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II. CONSERVATION RESTRICTIONS AND GRANTOR'S RESERVED RIGHTS

A. EXISTING CONDITIONS.

The Protected Property is bounded on the east by a railroad currently owned by the

State of Maine and leased to the St. Lawrence & Atlantic Railroad, the lands of which

are not subject to this Conservation Easement. To the extent that the approved at

grade crossing of the railroad may encroach onto the Protected Property, such

encroachment does not violate this Conservation Easement so long as it complies

with the terms and conditions of the April 2, 2018, Maine Department of

Transportation Railroad Decision RR #369.

The Protected Property is bisected by a right of way easement granted to Central

Maine Power Company ("CMP") by instrument dated June 5, 1956, and recorded on

June 28, 1956, in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds at Book 2297, Page 3 50

(the "CMP Easement"). The area that is subject to the CMP Easement is hereinafter

referred to as the "CMP Easement Area." As of the date hereof, there are utility

poles, utility lines and associated structures as well as a poorly maintained (possibly

abandoned) culvert and an unpaved access for CMP service vehicles in the CMP

Easement Area. CMP's use of the CMP Easement Area is governed by the terms of

the CMP Easement and is not subject to this Conservation Easement; provided,

however, that Grantor's use of the land within the CMP Easement Area is otherwise

subject to all of the terms of this Conservation Easement.

As of the date hereof, structures outside of the CMP Easement Area on the Protected

Property include boundary markers, and stone walls (all of the foregoing, collectively,

the "Existing Structures"). As of the date hereof, there are no surface alterations on

the Protected Property other than those associated with the Existing Structures. The

remainder of the Protected Property is undeveloped and forested, or shoreline and

wetland area. All existing conditions (including the Existing Structures) are

documented in the Baseline Documentation (defined in Section IV.D. hereof) and

certified as accurate by Grantor and Holder as of the date of this Conservation

Easement.

B. USE OF THE PROTECTED PROPERTY.

It is the intention of this Conservation Easement to foster an intact, healthy forested
area to preserve healthy soils and habitat for wildlife, to preserve the ecological

integrity of streams, brooks, vernal pools and wetlands, and to protect the scenic

character of the Protected Property, while simultaneously providing for low-impact

recreational use of the Protected Property by the general public.

1. Recreation and Conservation Uses. The Protected Property may be used only
for conservation, low-impact recreation by the general public, educational
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activities and natural resource management activities that do not materially 
adversely affect the Protected Property's important natural, ecological and habitat 
values. Subject to the provisions of Section B(6) hereof, low-impact recreation 
includes, but is not limited to, nature observation and study, hiking, running, 
snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, ice skating, kayaking, canoeing. In 
accordance with Title 5 M.R.S. Section 6200 et seq., as amended and augmented 
by P.L. 2009, c.645, Sec. J (the Land for Maine's Future Statute and Bond 
Statutes), the Protected Property shall be open for use by the general public and 
Grantor shall not, in its capacity as landowner, prohibit hunting, fishing or 
trapping on the Protected Property except to the extent of applicable state, local 
and federal laws and regulations. Nothing herein shall prevent Grantor in its 
capacity as a municipality from adopting or amending laws and regulations that 
pertain to hunting, fishing or trapping anywhere within the municipal boundaries. 

2. Motor Vehicle Use and Parking. Motor vehicle use on the Protected Property
shall be limited to: Grantor's use of motorized vehicles for temporary property
management purposes; emergency response vehicles, management use of
snowmobiles; recreational use of snowmobiles within the CMP easement corridor
and its approach from the railroad crossing; and other power-driven mobility
devices (as that term is defined in 28 CFR § 35.104); all as guided by a trail
assessment or management plan, which plan may limit the types of motor vehicles
(including snowmobiles) and devices that can be used on the Protected Property;
provided, however, that such limitations shall at all times comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and all Department of Justice (DOJ) rules
now or hereafter in effect and applicable to trails on state or local governmental
lands. Establishment of parking areas on the Protected Property is prohibited.
Grantor shall have the right, but not the obligation, to authorize CMP to use the
Carriage Trail, as defined in Section 11.E.4.a hereof, even in those locations where
the Carriage Trail is not co-located with CMP's deeded rights, such as a connector
between the railroad crossing and the powerline, for temporary motorized or non
motorized access, if Grantor finds that such authorization will minimize
environmental impacts of alternate routes and will not inhibit public access.

3. Vegetation Management. Grantor reserves the right to alter or remove
vegetation as necessary to install, establish and maintain the structures permitted
under Section 11.D and surface alterations permitted under Section 11.E of this
Conservation Easement; to reduce safety hazards for the uses permitted herein;
and, to remove invasive plant species, to prevent fire, and to prevent the spread of
disease or non-native insects. All the foregoing shall be conducted in a manner to
minimize soil erosion, to minimize damage to fragile plant communities, water
quality, wetlands and wildlife habitat, and to protect other important natural
resources and maintain or restore ecological health. If undertaken, any forestry
activity beyond routine management shall be done under the supervision of a
licensed forester. Any forestry management activity must be carried out in
accordance with the Management Plan referenced in the Project Agreement and
Section B(7), below.
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4. Management of Wildlife. Grantor reserves the right to manage wildlife for
public safety and health purposes including, without limitation, removal of beaver
dams, the trapping and relocation of nuisance wildlife, and the extermination and
removal of invasive or dangerous insects, in accordance with best management
practices and local/state law, and such other guidelines as may be established in
the Management Plan as it is updated or amended from time to time.

5. Water Protection, Pollution Control and Waste Disposal. No dumping, storage
or burial of refuse or waste materials is permitted on the Protected Property. No
vehicles may be stored on the Protected Property; it being expressly understood
and agreed, however, that the temporary presence of vehicles on the Protected
Property as may be required for permitted maintenance, constructiori, and
conservation or forest management activities and emergency response shall be
permitted. The discharge of treated or untreated sewage into the surface waters on
or about the Protected Property is prohibited. The use, storage, discharge or
runoff of chemical herbicides, pesticides, fungicides, fertilizers or other toxic
agent shall be controlled as required by State or federal law to prevent adverse
impacts on wildlife, waters and other important conservation values protected by
this Conservation Easement.

6. Public Use and Access. Grantor agrees to permit, and will refrain from
prohibiting or discouraging use of the Protected Property by the general public for
daytime low-impact outdoor recreational uses, such as: nature observation and
study, hiking, running, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, ice skating, kayaking,
and canoeing. Grantor shall not prohibit hunting, fishing or trapping on the
Protected Property except to the extent of applicable state, local and federal laws
and regulations. Gran tor reserves the right, in its discretion, to restrict any of the
following uses for public recreation: night use; camping; disruptive or destructive
activities; open fires; use of motor vehicles except as provided in Section B(2)
herein; access by domesticated animals or pets including, but not limited to dogs;
or any use that may interfere with or be harmful to members of the public using
the Protected Property or detrimental to the conservation values of the Protected
Property.

Notwithstanding the preceding, Grantor also has the right, in its discretion, to 
temporarily restrict public access on limited areas of the Protected Property to 
protect fragile areas, or for safety purposes during permitted management or 
construction activities that may pose a hazard to recreational users. Grantor also 
has the right, in its discretion, to temporarily restrict public access on roads or 
trails during periods of water-saturated soils to prevent road or trail damage. 
Holder and Grantor may agree in writing to restrict access and use of the 
Protected Property by the general public for other purposes, but only to the extent 
and for the duration necessary to assure safety, to permit necessary maintenance, 
or to preserve important scenic, ecological, or other conservation values of the 
Protected Property. 
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Grantor agrees that any fees or charges imposed for public access shall be 

reasonable and comparable to those charged in Maine for similar facilities and 

any such fees must be approved in advance and in writing by the DSA as stated in 

the Project Agreement (which approval shall not be unreasonably delayed, 

conditioned or withheld). 

Grantor and Holder each claim all of the rights and protections against liability for 

injury to the public to the fullest extent of the law under the Recreational and 

Harvesting Use Liability Limitations set forth in Title 14 M.R.S. Section 159-A, 

et seq. as amended and successor provisions thereof (The Maine Recreational Use 

Statute), and under any and all other applicable provisions of law or equity. 

Nothing in this instrument shall be construed as a waiver of Grantor's right to 

assert any and all defenses in response to claims made against Grantor, its 

officers, agents, or employees pursuant to the Maine Tort Claims Act (14 M.R.S. 

§ 8101 et seq.) or any other privileges or immunities as may be provided by law.

7. Management Plan. The Protected Property will be managed consistent with the
terms of this Conservation Easement under a Management Plan to be prepared by
Grantor within one ( 1) year following the date of the Project Agreement, which
Management Plan shall be submitted to the DSA for review. The Management
Plan shall be updated at least once every ten (10) years. All updates shall be
submitted to the DSA for review for consistency with the terms of this
Conservation Easement and the Project Agreement. Grantor shall maintain a copy
of the Management Plan at the Offices of the Town of Yarmouth and will send a
copy of the Management Plan, as updated from time to time as herein provided, to
the Land for Maine's Future Board (hereinafter "LMFB") and the DSA as
identified in the Project Agreement. Except for the permitted railroad crossing and
the Existing Structures, no structures or other improvements may be placed or
constructed on the Protected Property until Grantor's completion of the
Management Plan, including Holder approval to the extent required, which
approval shall not be unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld.

Management Plan Provisions Requiring Approval. Grantor must include 
within the Management Plan or revisions or supplemental requests to Holder any 
proposed design and location of the Carriage Trail, which is subject to Holder 
approval as set forth in Section II.E.4.a herein (which approval shall not be 
unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld). 
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Grantor must include within the Management Plan or revisions or supplemental 

requests to Holder any proposed alteration or construction within 100 feet of the 

shoreline of the Royal River (including, without limitation, bridges, abutments, 

rope swings, boat access, erosion control, flood control, trails, benches, signs, 

etc.), all of which are subject to Holder approval, which approval may only be 

granted upon a determination by Holder that the proposed activity addresses best 

practices for visual, aesthetic, and environmental interface with the recreational 

experience of paddlers and river users and is not materially inconsistent with the 

conservation values of this Conservation Easement. To the extent that the then

current Management Plan does not include activities proposed within 100' of the 

shoreline of the Royal River that Grantor desires to undertake, Grantor must 

submit plans for such activity directly to Holder for its review and approval prior 

to commencement of such activity. 

C. DIVISION.

The Protected Property must remain in its current configuration as a single lot under 
unified ownership. For the purpose of this subsection II (C), the Public Access 
Easement over Lot 11 described in the Project Agreement shall be considered part of 
the Protected Property. Subdivision, partition or creation of other parcels or lots, 
whether by lot division, or other manner of ownership which creates discrete parcels 
or separate ownership or control of portions of the Protected Property, shall be 
prohibited, except for boundary adjustments to resolve bona fide boundary disputes, 
subject to approval by the DSA or as may be allowed by the Project Agreement. In 
order to grant any such approval, the DSA and LMFB must find that the proposed 
division of the Protected Property furthers the conservation purpose and objectives of 

the project as defined in the Project Agreement, if any. Under no circumstances may 
the Protected Property or any portion thereof be included as part of the gross tract 

area of other land not subject to this Conservation Easement for the purposes of 
determining density, lot coverage, or land area requirements, under otherwise 
applicable laws, regulations or ordinances controlling land use, building density or 
transfer for development rights. 

Notwithstanding anything in this Conservation Easement to the contrary, and subject 
to the consents required under the Project Agreement, the Protected Property may be 
sold or transferred to an entity that is a federal, state or local government agency or a 
non-profit conservation organization which is a "qualified organization" set forth in 
under Section 170(h) of the United States Internal Revenue Code and a "qualified 
holder" under Title 33, Maine Revised Statues, Section 476(2), for permanent 
conservation ownership. In the event of any such intended sale or transfer, in whole 

or in part, of the Protected Property or any interest therein, the Holder shall provide at 
least sixty (60) days prior written notice of the same to the DSA and LMFB and shall 
obtain written consent from the same prior to such transfer, it being a condition of 
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such consent that the qualified organization expressly agree to assume the rights and 
obligations of Grantor under the Project Agreement as well as this Easement, and to 
guarantee public access to the Protected Property over Lot 11 and Riverfront Drive. 
Grantor shall provide written notice of such conveyance to Holder within thirty (30) 
days of the date of conveyance. 

D. STRUCTURES.

It is the intention of this Conservation Easement that the Protected Property be used 
as conservation land for low-impact recreation and nature observation and study, and 

that uses and improvements be limited to the extent reasonably necessary or 
appropriate to preserve its natural and undeveloped character consistent with the 

intent of this Easement. No additional structures, temporary or permanent, are 
permitted on the Protected Property without prior written consent of Holder (which 
consent shall not be unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld) except, however, 
that Grantor reserves for itself, its successors and assigns, the following rights: 

1. Minor Structures. Grantor reserves the right to locate, construct and maintain
minor structures to accommodate low-impact outdoor recreation and nature
observation and study. Such minor structures may include, but are not necessarily
limited to the following: small unlighted informational and interpretive signs
including management, safety and regulatory signage; commemorative plaques
and memorials; informational kiosks and registration boxes; low barriers to
discourage unauthorized access; fencing to protect natural resources or for safety

purposes; support and erosion control structures reasonably necessary for
permitted trails and maintenance access routes, trail and boundary markers; rustic
trail improvements, including, hand rails, steps, primitive bridges to cross streams
or wet areas not deemed to be vernal pools, culverts and water bars; benches and
picnic tables; temporary tents; pet sanitation boxes; trash and recycling
receptacles; and temporary structures associated with wildlife, plant,
archeological or other scientific study under professional supervision under
professionally accepted standards. Notwithstanding the preamble to this Section
II.D., installation of any such minor structures within 100' of the shoreline of the
Royal River requires prior Holder approval to minimize the negative impacts of
such structures (which approval shall not be unreasonably delayed, conditioned or
withheld).

2. Canoe and Kayak Landings and Similar Access: Grantor reserves the right to
install and maintain small docks and floats to provide swimming, canoe, kayak,
and similar access to/from the Royal River while protecting the fragile and steep
river banks from improper or damaging landing and access. Such access and
landings shall be designed, installed, and maintained in such a manner as shall
minimize erosion, unnecessary vegetation removal, and compaction of soil or
disruption of habitat while providing safe access that complies with all applicable
state and federal standards. Notwithstanding the preamble to this Section II.D., as
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construction of such landings and access sites shall be within 100' of the shoreline 
of the Royal River, Holder approval is required prior to construction to minimize 
the negative impacts of such sites (which approval shall not be unreasonably 
delayed, conditioned or withheld). 

3. Recreational Bridge over the Royal River. Grantor specifically reserves the
right to design, build and maintain a bridge over the Royal River, including any
reasonably necessary abutments, approach work, drainage and temporary
construction access routes. All designs and construction shall be constructed and
maintained in a manner consistent with the purposes of this Conservation
Easement and solely to accommodate the permissible recreational uses set forth in
Section II.B.1 hereof, and designed and located to prevent erosion and protect the
other conservation values of this Conservation Easement. Any temporary
construction access way must be restored to its natural appearance as soon as
reasonably possible after completion. Notwithstanding the preamble to this
Section 11.D., as construction of such bridge includes work within 100' of the
shoreline of the Royal River, Holder approval is required prior to construction to
minimize the negative impacts of such work (which approval shall not be
unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld).

4. Prohibited Structures. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following structures
are not permitted: buildings, dwellings, barns, bleachers, permanent lighting, and
major recreational improvements such as athletic or sports facilities and fields.

E. SURFACE ALTERATIONS.

No alterations may be made to the surface of the earth or to the wetlands and 
watercourses of the Protected Property except as reserved below by Grantor or 
otherwise agreed by Grantor and Holder in writing consistent with the purposes of 
this Conservation Easement such as environmental restoration. 

1. Mining. No mining, quarrying and surface mining activities are permitted on the
Protected Property.

2. Excavation, filling, dredging and grading. No excavation, filling, dredging or
grading or other alteration may be made to the surface of the Protected Property
except as necessary to install, maintain or replace permitted structures and
provided that, for such work within 100' of the shoreline of the Royal River, prior
Holder approval has been granted. Any such activity shall secure and meet all
Conservation Easement guidelines and notices, and applicable permitting
requirements under local, state and federal law and regulations.

3. Exercise of Reserved Rights. Gran tor reserves the right to alter the surface of the
Protected Property to the extent reasonably necessary to exercise the rights set
forth in Section II.D, and Grantor's other rights and reservations expressly set
forth in this Conservation Easement provided that, for such work within 100' of
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the shoreline of the Royal River, prior Holder approval has been granted (which 
approval shall not be unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld). 

4. Roads and Trails. Establishment of roads is prohibited on the Protected Property

Provided, however, that consistent with the Management Plan to be adopted by

Grantor pursuant to Section 11.B.7 herein, and in consultation with Holder, Grantor

may improve existing trails and develop additional trails on the Protected Property
to create an interconnected network of unpaved trails within the Protected

Property, subject to the following restrictions:

(a) No more than one (1) trail leading from the existing railroad crossing to or

toward the bank of the Royal River, or to and across any property boundary,

may be constructed in a width sufficient to allow passage of emergency

vehicles, land management vehicles, and construction vehicles necessary for

installation of a bridge across the Royal River (hereinafter the "Carriage

Trail"). Prior to construction, Grantor must obtain Holder's approval of the

location and width of the Carriage Trail (which approval shall not be

unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld), and which, to the extent safe,

feasible and compatible with the Conservation Values of this Conservation

Easement, shall be located along any existing or future access routes used by

CMP within the CMP Easement Area, but may deviate for reasons of

avoidance of natural resource impacts or other good reasons in Grantor's and

Holder's reasonable discretion.

(b) All other trails on the Protected Property shall be primitive in nature and

shall be limited to a width no greater than reasonably necessary to allow

passage of people in single-file, with minor allowances as needed for passing.

( c) Paving of any trail (including, without limitation, the Carriage Trail) is
prohibited. Limited use of sand, stone, gravel and other permeable materials

along primitive trails is permissible in discrete areas where reasonably
required for erosion control, provided that the surface of primitive trails shall
not be uniformly graveled. Limited use of mowing and weed-whacking along
primitive trails is permissible in discrete areas where reasonably required for

safety, provided that the surface of primitive trails shall not be uniformly
mowed.

( d) All trails must be designed, located, constructed and maintained to prevent
erosion, to connect to trail networks on adjacent properties, and to protect the
conservation values of this Easement. Any trails proposed to be located within
100' of the Royal River require Holder's prior approval (which approval shall
not be unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld).

( e) Holder and Granter shall establish additional trail development standards

within the Management Plan, and may refer to existing primitive or

comparable standards recommended by state or federal agencies or by private
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organizations dedicated to conservation or natural resource protection 

purposes. 

5. Archeological and Ecological Study. Grantor reserves the right to permit
archeological and ecological study of the Protected Property, including excavation

of sites, provided that all such work must be conducted in accordance with

applicable then-current professional standards, and the disturbed area must be
restored to its natural appearance as soon as reasonably possible after completion,

and further provided that any such activity proposed to be located within 100' of
the Royal River requires Holder's prior approval (which approval shall not be
unreasonably delayed, conditioned or withheld).

III. HOLDER'S AFFIRMATIVE RIGHTS

A. ENTRY AND INSPECTION. Holder shall have the right to enter the Protected
Property at any time for the purposes of inspection, monitoring and enforcement, to

undertake ecological or other studies of the Protected Property, and to exercise any other

affirmative right hereunder at reasonable times and in a reasonable manner that is

consistent with the conservation purposes hereof.

B. ENFORCEMENT. Holder shall have the right to enforce this Conservation

Easement by proceedings at law and in equity, including the right to enjoin the violation,

ex parte as necessary, by temporary or permanent injunction, to recover any damages to
which it may be entitled for violation of the terms of this Conservation Easement and to
require restoration of the Protected Property to the condition that existed prior to such

injury without the necessity of providing either actual damages or the inadequacy of
otherwise available remedies. Provided, however, that naturally occurring changes shall
not give rise to any right in Holder to require restoration.

Prior to initiation of an enforcement action, Holder shall provide Grantor with prior 

written notice and reasonable opportunity to cure any breach except where emergency 
circumstances require more immediate enforcement action. 

If Holder is the prevailing party in any action against Grantor, or any others for whose 

actions on the Protected Property Grantor is responsible ( expressly excepting the general 

public), Grantor shall reimburse Holder for any reasonable costs of enforcement or 

defense, including court costs, mediation and if applicable, arbitration costs, reasonable 

attorneys' fees and any other payments ordered by such court or arbitrator subject to the 
limitations of the Maine Tort Claims Act (Title 14 M.R.S. Section 8101 et seq.) or any 

other privileges or immunities as may be provided by law. 

Grantor is not responsible for injury to or change in the Protected Property resulting from 
natural causes or environmental catastrophe beyond Grantor's reasonable control, such as 

fire, flood, storm and earth movement or from prudent action taken by Grantor under 

emergency conditions to prevent, abate or mitigate significant injury to Protected 
Property resulting from such causes. 
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C. SIGNAGE. Grantor shall have the right to install and maintain small, unlighted
informational signs that identify LMF's interests in the Protected Property and inform the
public and abutting property owners that the Protected Property is under the protection of
this Easement.

D. TRAILS. Holder has the right, but not the obligation, to help build and maintain
the trail network on the Protected Property in accordance with the provisions of this
Conservation Easement.

E. BOUNDARIES. It shall be Grantor's obligation to keep the boundaries of the
Protected Property clearly marked. In the event such boundaries are not adequately clear
or marked and Grantor fails to accurately mark within a reasonable time after notice by
Holder, Holder shall have the right to engage a professional surveyor to re-establish and
re-mark boundaries of the Protected Property or any part thereof. The reasonable costs
associated with the survey work necessary to locate or reset such pins or monuments shall
be paid by the Grantor.

IV. GENERAL TERMS AND STANDARD PROVISIONS

A. NOTICE AND APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS. Grantor agrees to notify Holder
prior to undertaking any activity or exercising any reserved right that may have an
adverse impact on the conservation values protected by this Conservation Easement,
and where prior notice or approval is specifically required in this Conservation
Easement. Grantor's notices must include sufficient information to enable Holder to
determine whether Grantor's plans are consistent with the terms of this Easement and
the conservation purposes hereof:

1. Any notices or requests for approval required by this Conservation Easement shall
be in writing and shall be personally delivered or sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, or by such commercial delivery service as provides proof of delivery, to
Grantor and Holder, at the following addresses, unless one party has been notified in
writing by the other party of a change of address or change of ownership:

To Grantor: Town of Yarmouth, Attention: Town Manager, 200 Main Street, 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 

To Holder: Stewardship Director, Royal River Conservation Trust, P.O. Box 90, 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 

2. When Grantor is required to provide notice to Holder pursuant to this
Conservation Easement, such notice as described hereinabove shall be given in
writing at least thirty (30) days prior to the event giving rise to the need to give notice
except as otherwise specifically provided herein.
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3. When Grantor is required to obtain Holder's prior written consent and

approval, such request as described hereinabove shall be given in writing sixty (60) days 

prior to undertaking the proposed activity except as otherwise specifically provided 

herein. Holder, upon receipt of Grantor's request, shall acknowledge receipt of the same. 

Following receipt of such notice, Holder shall, in writing, grant approval, grant approval 

with conditions, or deny the request with an explanation of the reasons. Failure to act 

upon Grantor's request within sixty ( 60) days shall be deemed an approval of such 

request. No proposed activity requiring such approval of Holder may proceed without 

Holder's consent and approval as provided herein. 

4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph IV (A)(3), above; in the

event of an inferred approval, the parties to this Conservation Easement shall not be 

relieved of their obligation to seek and receive written consent from the DSA and/or 

LFMB on all matters for which State consent is required under the Project Agreement, 

including but not limited the provision in §7 of the Project Agreement regarding 

amendment of this Conservation Easement and the provisions set forth in § H (i) and H 

(ii) of the General Provisions, which require written consent from the State to prior to

sale or transfer of the Protected Property or dissolution of the Cooperating Entity. As to

all such matters on which consent by the State is required under the Project Agreement,

consent must be obtained in accordance with the procedures set forth in §K of the

General Provisions. For any State-required consent, a failure to act by the State shall be

deemed a denial.

B. RESPONSIBILITY OF OWNERS. Grantor acknowledges that Holder has neither
possessory rights in the Protected Property, nor any responsibility nor right to control,
maintain, or keep up the Protected Property. Grantor shall retain all responsibilities
and shall bear all costs and liabilities of any nature related to the ownership,
operation, upkeep, improvement and maintenance of the Protected Property unless
caused by the negligence or willful act of Holder.

C. MAINE CONSERVATION EASEMENT ACT. This Conservation Easement is
established pursuant to the Maine Conservation Easement Act at Title 33, M.R.S.A,
Sections 476 through 479-C, inclusive, as amended, and shall be construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Maine.

D. BASELINE DOCUMENTATION. In order to establish the present condition of
the Protected Property and its conservation attributes protected by this
Conservation Easement, and its natural and scenic resources, so as to be able to
monitor properly future uses of the Protected Property and ensure compliance
with the terms hereof, Holder and Grantor have prepared an inventory of the
Protected Property's relevant features and conditions (the "Baseline
Documentation") and have certified the same as an accurate representation, to the
extent known and without further investigation or inquiry, of the condition of the
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Protected Property as of the date of this Conservation Easement. A certified copy 
of the Baseline Documentation, and any amendments or supplements thereto, 
shall be maintained, in perpetuity, at the offices of Holder. 

E. VALUE OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT, EXTINGUISHMENT,

PROCEEDS

1. The parties agree that the grant of this Conservation Easement gives rise to a
property right that will vest immediately in Holder. The parties further agree that this
property right as of the date of its creation has a fair market value that is at least equal to
the proportionate value that the Conservation Easement bears at the time of the gift to the
value of the property as a whole at that time, in accordance with IRS Regulations at
l. l 70A-l 4(g)(6)(ii) (hereinafter the "Proportionate Value"). The Proportionate Value
shall remain constant.

2. If either Holder or Granter receives notice of the actual or threatened exercise of
the power of eminent domain (hereinafter a "Taking") with respect to any interest in or
any part of the Protected Property, the party who receives the notice shall promptly notify
the other and the parties may proceed jointly or either party may at its discretion take
such legal action as it deems necessary to: (i) challenge the Taking; (ii) challenge the
amount of allocation of any award tendered by the Taking authority; or (iii) otherwise
participate in, challenge or appeal such proceedings, findings or awards. Any third party
counsel and consultants (including appraisers) hired by either party shall be reasonably
acceptable to the other party. Each party shall be responsible for its own costs and legal
fees, absent written agreement of the parties.

3. This Conservation Easement may be extinguished or terminated only by judicial
order in a court of competent jurisdiction, including a Taking in accordance with
subsection IV(E)(2), above. It is the intention of the parties that an extinguishment or
termination be 'approved by a court only if all of the conservation purposes qf this
Conservation Easement are impossible to accomplish, and if both Granter and Holder
agree. Should this Conservation Easement be terminated or extinguished as provided in
this paragraph, in whole or in part, Holder shall be entitled to be paid no less than the
greater of: (i) in accordance with§ l.170A-14(g)(6)(ii), a portion of any proceeds of a
subs<:::quent sale, exchange, or involuntary conversion computed as to the Proportionate
Value ; or (ii) in accordance with 33 M.R.S. § 477-A(2)(B), the increase in value of the
Granter's estate resulting from such extinguishment, as determined by the court, or in the
absence of such court determination, by the agreement of the parties or, in the absence of
such agreement, by an independent appraiser mutually selected by Granter and Holder.
Holder shall use its share of the proceeds or other moneys received under this paragraph
in a manner consistent with the Conservation Purposes of this Conservation Easement.
Granter agrees and authorizes Holder to record a notice of a lien on the Protected
Property which lien will be effective as of the date of such extinguishment, to secure its
rights under this Paragraph.
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F. CONTROLLING LAW AND INTERPRETATION. The interpretation and
performance of this Easement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Maine. Any
general rule of construction to the contrary notwithstanding, this Easement shall be
liberally construed in favor of the grant to effect the conservation purposes of this
Easement and the policy and purpose of the Maine Conservation Easement Act at Title
33, MRS §476 through 479-C, inclusive, as amended. If any provision in this instrument
is found to be ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the conservation purposes of
this Easement shall govern.

G. SUBSEQUENT DEEDS AND TRANSFERS. This Easement must be incorporated by
reference in any deed or other legal instrument by which Grantor conveys any interest in the
Protected Property, including, without limitation, a leasehold interest. Grantor further agrees
to give written notice to Holder within thirty (30) days of the transfer or conveyance of any
interest in the Protected Property. Grantor must obtain the consent of the LMFB and DSA
pursuant to the Project Agreement prior to conveyance or encumbrance of any interest in the
Protected Property. The failure of Grantor to perform any act required by this paragraph
shall not impair the validity of this Conservation Easement or limit its enforceability in any
way.

H. RIGHT TO ASSIGN; LIMITATION. In the event that Holder fails to continue
operations or is dissolved, either voluntarily or involuntarily, or is not able to fulfill its
obligations under this Conservation Easement, it shall assign the Conservation Easement to
another qualified entity (not the then current Grantor of the Conservation Easement) chosen
by the Grantor and with the approval of the DSA, which approval shall not be unreasonably
delayed, conditioned or withheld. A qualified entity for such purposes shall be one that
meets the definition of "Holder" at Title 33 M.R.S. Section 476(2), as amended or re
codified, and that meets the requirements of Section 170(h)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code,
or successor provisions thereof, and that as a condition of transfer, agrees to carry out the
conservation purposes of this Easement.

I. COMPLIANCE/ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATES. Upon written request by Grantor,
Holder will provide Compliance/Estoppel Certificates to Grantor or third parties, indicating
the extent to which, to Holder's knowledge after due inquiry, the Protected Property is in
compliance with the terms of this Easement. The inspection of the Protected Property for
this purpose will be made by Holder at Grantor's cost within a reasonable time after
Grantor's written request.

J. DISCRETIONARY APPROVALS. Grantor and Holder recognize that certain
activities by the Grantor may warrant the prior discretionary approval of Holder, and that
Holder has the right to issue such discretionary approvals without prior notice to any other
party. Nothing in this paragraph shall require the Holder to agree to any discretionary
approval.

K. AMENDMENT. Grantor and Holder recognize that circumstances could arise that
warrant modification of certain provisions of this Conservation Easement. To this end,
subject to more restrictive laws and regulations, if any, Grantor and Holder have the right to
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agree to amendments to this Conservation Easement with prior notice to the DSA, provided 

that in the reasonable judgment of Holder, such amendment enhances or does not materially 

detract from the conservation values intended to be protected by this Conservation Easement, 

in accordance with Maine law, and provided that any amendment is consistent with the terms 
and conditions of the Project Agreement, if any, as determined by the DSA as applicable. 

Amendments will become effective upon recording at the Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds. Nothing in this paragraph shall require the Grantor or the Holder to agree to any 

amendment or to consult or negotiate regarding any amendment. 

L. FURTHER LIMITATIONS ON DISCRETIONARY APPROVAL AND

AMENDMENTS. Notwithstanding the foregoing, except as provided by 33 M.R.S. § 477-

A(2), as amended, by which a Conservation Easement may be amended by court approval in

an action in which the Attorney General is made a party, Holder and Grantor have no right or

power to approve any action or agree to any discretionary approval or amendment that

would:

(1) materially detract from the conservation values intended for protection under this
Conservation Easement;
(2) limit the term or result in the partial or complete termination of this Conservation
Easement; or
(3) adversely affect the qualification of this Conservation Easement or the status of the
Holder under applicable laws, including the Maine Conservation Easement Act at 33
M.R.S. §476 et seq., and Sections l 70(h), 50l(c)(3), 2522, and 203 l(c) of the Internal
Revenue Code, successor provisions thereof and regulations issued pursuant thereto.

M. ECONOMIC HARDSHIP. In making this grant, Grantor has considered the
possibility that uses prohibited by the terms of this Easement may become more
economically valuable than permitted uses, and that neighboring properties may in the
future be put entirely to such prohibited uses. In addition, the unprofitability of conducting
or implementing any or all of the uses permitted under the terms of this Conservation
Easement shall not impair the validity of this Conservation Easement or be considered
grounds for its termination or extinguishment. It is the intent of both Grantor and Holder
that any such economic changes shall not be deemed to be changed conditions or a change
of circumstances justifying the judicial termination, extinguishment or amendment of this
Conservation Easement.

N. NON-WAIVER. The failure or delay of the Holder, for any reason whatsoever, to do
any action required or contemplated hereunder, or to discover a violation or initiate an action
to enforce this Conservation Easement shall not constitute a waiver, !aches, or estoppel of its
rights to do so at a later time.

0. SEVERABILITY, ENTIRE AGREEMENT, NO FORFEITURE. If any provision of
this Conservation Easement or the application of any provision to a particular person or
circumstance is found to be invalid, the remainder of this Conservation Easement and the
application of such provision to any other person or in any other circumstance shall remain
valid. This Easement, the Baseline Documentation and the Project Agreement set forth the
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entire agreement of the parties with respect to this Conservation Easement and supersede all 

prior discussions, negotiations, understandings, or agreements relating to the Conservation 

Easement, all of which are merged herein. Nothing contained herein will result in a 

forfeiture of this Conservation Easement or reversion to Grantor of any rights extinguished or 

conveyed hereby. 

P. STANDING TO ENFORCE. Only Holder and Grantor may bring an action to enforce
this grant, except as provided in Title 33 M.R.S. Section 478, and nothing herein should be
construed to grant any other individual or entity standing to bring an action hereunder, unless

otherwise provided by law; nor to grant any rights in the Protected Property by adverse

possession or otherwise, provided that nothing in this Easement shall affect any public rights
in or to the Protected Property acquired by common law, adverse possession, prescription, or

other law, independently of this Easement.

Q. CAPTIONS. The captions in this instrument have been inserted solely for convenience

of reference and are not a part of this instrument and shall have no effect upon construction

or interpretation.

TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said Conservation Easement including all development rights, 
covenants, and restrictions conveyed thereby, with all the privileges and appurtenances thereof, 
unto the said ROYAL RIVER CONSERVATION TRUST and its successors and assigns, to its 
own use and behoof forever. 

INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Town of Yarmouth has caused its acknowledgement and seal to 
be hereto affixed and these presents to be signed by Nathaniel J. Tupper, its Town Manager 
1lereunto duly authorized and in its name and on its behalf, this/5 day 
of JULy , 2019. 

STATE OF MAINE 

COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss 

TOWN OF YARMOUTH 

Manag 

_ ___,,,"'--') 1""--'Jl�Y.____-'-l""='S..___ __ , 2 O 19 

Personally appeared before me the above named, Nathaniel J. Tupper, Town Manager of the 
TOWN OF YARMOUTH, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act 
and deed in his said capacity and the free act and deed of the TOWN OF YARMOUTH.

Before Me, 

· c/Mame Attorney at Law
Printed e of Notary {?f.,TH A · .fH/TJ-j 
My Commission Expires: 1v / A 
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HOLDER ACCEPTANCE 

The above and foregoing Conservation Easement was authorized to be accepted by the ROYAL
RIVER CONSERVATION TRUST and the ROYAL RIVER CONSERVATION TRUST does 
hereby accept the foregoing Conservation Easement, by and through Alan Steams, its Executive
Director hereunto ly authorized and in its name and on its behalf, this /5_ day 
of _____ -=------i,-----' 2019.

Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:

STATE OF MAINE 

COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss 

By: __ _,,__ ________ _
Alan St s 
Executive Director

_____,,.J:......;:.u_c-'-------1 --'-1=-s----' 2019

Personally appeared before me the above named, Alan Steams, Executive Director of the
ROYAL RIVER CONSERVATION TRUST, and acknowledged the foregoing
instrument to be his free act and deed in his said capacity and the free act and deed of the
ROYAL RIVER CONSERVATION TRUST. 

Before Me,

Not ic/Maine Attorney at Law
Prin7e:::o;Notary BETH ,< SJ..(,t1H 
My Commission Expires: A.J / A
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EXHIBIT A 

A certain lot or parcel of land situated on the westerly side of, but not adjacent to, East Elm 
Street and lying between the east bank of the Royal River and the west side of the St. Lawrence 
and Atlantic Railroad, so called, formerly the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, in the Town of 
Yarmouth, County of Cumberland, and State of Maine, bounded and described as follows: 

Beginning on the westerly sideline of said railroad at the northerly comer of land of the Town of 
Yarmouth (deed Book 17137, Page 314), said point of beginning being located S54°25'27"W a 
distance of 0.28 feet from a capped iron rod found, as shown in plan entitled "Boundary Survey 
of a Portion of Hilda L. Barker Property, made for Inhabitants of the Town of Yarmouth," made 
by Royal River Survey Company, dated October 25

1
\ 2001, recorded in plan book 218 page 328; 

Thence, from said point of beginning S 54°25'27" W along said land of Town of Yarmouth 
1,619.74 feet to a capped iron rod (P.L.S. #1154); 

Thence, continuing along said land of Town of Yarmouth on a prolongation of the previous 
course 50 feet, more or less, to the Royal River; 

Thence, in a generally northerly direction by and along the Royal River 684 feet, more or less, to 
land now or formerly of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust; 

Thence, N54°48'23"E along said land of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust 35 feet, more or less, 
to an approximately 3 inch by 10 inch granite monument, said monument being situated 
N 03°54'08" W a distance of 608.8 feet from the previously mentioned capped iron rod; 

Thence, N 54°48'23" E along said land of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust 1427.14 feet to an 
approximately 3 inch by 8 inch granite monument found at said westerly sideline of the railroad; 

Thence, S 21 °33'07" E along said westerly sideline of the railroad 542.2 feet to the point of 
beginning. 

Containing 19.48 acres, more or less. 

TOGETHER WITH access over Riverfront Drive and Lot 11 in the Riverfront Drive 

Subdivision, as shown on a plan titled "Riverfront Drive Subdivision" by Kimball Land 
Surveying dated May 7, 2018 a reduced scale copy of which is attached to this Conservation 
Easement as Exhibit B, including the guarantee of public access to and from the Protected 
Property as more fully set forth in First Amendment to Declaration of Restrictive Covenants 
dated as of May 6, 2019 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 
35794, Page 207 (the "Public Access Easement"). 
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EXHIBIT B 

[reduced size copy of Subdivision Plan] 

INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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Cooperating Entity: 

Project Name: 
Parcel Name: 
Location: 
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LAND FOR MAINE'S FUTURE FUND 
PROJECT AGREEMENT 

(Pursuant to P.L. 2009, c.645, Sec J) 
[Fee Version/ 

TOWN OF YARMOUTH 

YARMOUTH RIVERFRONT WOODS 
RIVER LOT PARCEL A/K/ A NORTH PARCEL 
RIVERFRONT DRIVE, YARMOUTH, MAINE 

Designated State Agency: MAINE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
CONSERVATION & FORESTRY 

Premises Covered by this Agreement: 

The Yarmouth River Lot Parcel a/k/a North Parcel, being 19.48± acres of fee ownersh.ip 
lands with 684± feet of frontage on the Royal River in the Town of Yarmouth, Cumberland 
County, Maine and more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by reference (the "Premises"), being the lands described in a Quitclaim 
Deed with Covenant from the Riverboat LLC ("Riverboat") to the Town of Yarmouth, 
dated as of July 15, 2019 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 
')'51'1 'o Page 'Z '>"' (the "River Lot Deed"). See also plan by Owen Haskell, 
Inc.,Job No. 2018-194 Y, dated August 7, 2018 and recorded in said Registry in Plan Book 
219, Page 272 (the "Plan"), a reduced copy of wh.ich is attached hereto as Exh.ibit B and 
incorporated herein by reference. The Premises are subject to a Conservation Easement 
from the Town of Yarmouth to the Royal River Conservation Trust dated July 15, 2019 and 
recorded in said Registry of Deeds Book 3 S"l 'l 2., , Page '2.� (the "Conservation 
Easement"). 

Scope (Description of Project): The Premises are bounded on the west by the Royal 
River and on the east side by a railroad, currently owned by the Maine Department of 
Transportation and leased to the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad, in the Town of 
Yarmouth, Maine. The Premises contain forest lands, wetlands, open fields, and river 
frontage, thus providing a diversity of habitat that can benefit many wildlife species. The 
Premises also provide for numerous outdoor recreational opportunities. The Cooperating 
Entity will manage the Premises for wildlife habitat, ecological values, scenic values, 
traditional low impact outdoor recreational activities including nature observation and study, 
h.iking, running, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, ice skating, kayaking, swimming, 
canoeing, hunting, fishing, and trapping, all subject to applicable state, local, and federal laws 
and regulations and consistent with the Conservation Easement. 
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Public access to the Premises shall be primarily from and across the open space lot in the 
Riverfront Drive Subdivision (the "Subdivision") at the end of Riverfront Drive in said 
Yarmouth, Maine and shown as Lot 11 on the Subdivision Plan ("Lot 11 "), which is 
recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 218, Page 235 (the 
"Subdivision Plan"). The Town of Yarmouth shall own and manage Lot 11 as set forth 
herein. 

Project Cost: 
LMF Contribution: 
Cooperating Entity Contribution: 
TOTAL COST: 

$110,000.00 
$243,000.00 
$353,000.00 

The following are hereby incorporated into this Agreement: 

1. Genera1 Provisions
2. Project Application as submitted by the Cooperating Entity on September 15, 2017, by
reference only
3. Project Boundary Map, which is the Plan attached hereto as Exhibit B.

The Land for Maine's Future Board (hereinafter "LMFB"), represented by its Chair, and the 
State of Maine, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry, represented by its 
Commissioner, as the Designated State Agency (hereinafter "DSA"), and the Town of 
Yarmouth, Maine (the "Cooperating Entity"), mutually agree to perform this Agreement in 
accordance with Title 5, Maine Revised Statutes, Sections 6200 et seq., as amended, and 
augmented by P.L. 2009, c.645, Sec. J, and with the terms, conditions, plans, specifications, 
procedures, project proposals, maps, assurances, and certifications of the LMF Project 
Proposal on file with the LMFB and incorporated herein by reference and made a part 
hereof. 

Subject to the terms hereof and to the availability of funds for this purpose, LMFB hereby 
agrees, in consideration of the agreements made by the Cooperating Entity, to obligate to 
the Cooperating Entity the amount of money referred to above, and to tender to the 
Cooperating Entity that portion of the obligation which is required to pay the LMFB's share 
of the costs of the Project. The Cooperating Entity hereby agrees, in consideration of the 
agreements made by the LMFB, to provide the matching funds and if applicable, lands to 
implement the Project in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

The following special project terms and conditions are added to this Agreement: 

1. The Premises, including any structures located thereon, must remain as a single
parcel, under one ownership, and may not be divided into parcels or lots, except
for boundary adjustments to resolve bona fide boundary disputes, subject to the
approval of the DSA, or as may be approved under Part II, Section H subsection
(i) of this Agreement. In order to grant any such approval under this provision,
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the DSA and LMFB must find that the proposed division of the Premises 
furthers the conservation purpose and objectives of the Project as defined in this 
Agreement and in the Conservation Easement. 

2. The Cooperating Entity shall not prohibit hunting, fishing, or trapping on the
Premises, except to the extent of applicable state, local or federal laws and regulations. 

3. The primary public access to the Premises shall be across Riverfront Drive and
Lot 11 as shown on the Subdivision Plan and as described in the River Lot Deed and in that 
certain First Amendment to Declaration of Restrictive Covenants signed by the owners of all 
lots in the Subdivision and recorded in the said Registry of Deeds in Book 35794, Page 207. 

The Cooperating Entity COVENANTS AND AGREES that the Access Easement 
over Lot 11 is an essential component of this project, and shall be held in perperuity in 
common ownership with the Premises as a single parcel that may not be separated or 
divided, the provisions of any law, ordinance or regulation permitting subdivision to the 
contrary. This covenant shall be included in the terms and conditions of the Conservation 
Easement. 

Public access to the Premises may not be limited or controlled except as set forth in 
Section 8. 

4. The Cooperating Entity agrees that any fees or charges imposed for public access
to or use of the Premises shall be reasonable and comparable to those charged in Maine for 
similar facilities, and any such fees must be approved in advance and in writing by the DSA. 

5. The Premises or any interest therein may not be sold or transferred without prior
written approval of the DSA and LMFB as provided under Part II, Section H (i) of rhis 
Agreement, and then only to a federal, state, or local government agency or a non-profit 
conservation organization which is a "qualified organization" under Section 170(h) of the 
United States Internal Revenue Code, and a "qualified holder" under Title 33, Maine Revised 
Statutes, Section 476(2), subject to the conditions that 1) the qualified organization expressly 
agrees to assume the rights and obligations of the Cooperating Entity provided for by rhis 
Agreement and 2) the provisions of Sections 1 and 3. 

6. Permitted Use and Management. The Cooperating Entity will hold and manage
the Premises for its multiple resource values including wildlife habitat, ecological values, 
scenic values, traditional low impact outdoor recreational activities including nature 
observation and study, hiking, running, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, ice skating, 
kayaking, swimming, canoeing, hunting, fishing, and trapping, all subject to applicable state, 
local, and federal laws and regulations. The Cooperating Entity shall not allow any uses of 
the Premises that diminish its resource values. To the extent that the terms of rhis 
Agreement conflict with the terms and conditions of the Conservation Easement, the more 
restrictive terms shall control ownership and use of the Premises. 
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7. Structures or Improvements. As of this date of this Agreement, there are no
structures on the Premises except for stone walls, decaying barbed wire fencing, and 
boundary markers. 

The Premises are subject to and bisected by a 100' wide right of way easement granted to 
Central Maine Power Company ("CMP") by instrument dated June 5, 1956, and recorded in 
said Registry of Deeds in Book 2297, Page 350 (the "CMP Easement"). That area of the 
Premises that is subject to the CMP Easement is hereinafter referred to as the "CMP 
Easement Area." As of the date hereof, there are utility poles, utility lines and associated 
structures as well as a poorly maintained (possibly abandoned) culvert and an unpaved access 
for CMP service vehicles in the CMP Easement Area. CMP's use of the CMP Easement 
Area is governed by the terms of the CMP Easement and is not subject to this Project 
Agreement. The Cooperating Entity's use of the land within the CMP Easement Area is 
subject to all of the terms of this Agreement. 

As of the date of this Agreement, there are no surface alterations on the remainder of the 
Premises other than those associated with an existing trail network. The Premises are 
undeveloped and forested. Mining, quarrying, surface mining, and mineral harvesting are 
prohibited. The structures or improvements associated with permitted uses shall be as set 
forth in the Conservation Easement. The Cooperating Entity shall not amend the 
Conservation Easement without written consent of the DSA. 

The placement and use of other permanent structures intended to enhance permitted 
uses of the Premises may be allowed upon written approval from the DSA, and receipt of all 
state, federal and local required permits. All road, trail and bridge repairs, maintenance and 
construction shall be performed in compliance with Best Management Practices. 

8. Public Access. The Cooperating Entity shall ensure that the Premises are available
for access by the general public, provided however that such access may be limited or 
controlled only on a temporary basis for the purposes of public safety, wildlife management, 
resource protection, or other reasons which, in the reasonable discretion of the Cooperating 
Entity, further the conservation purpose and objectives of the Project as defined in this 
Agreement and in the Conservation Easement, and that the Cooperating Entity shall 
develop a written plan in the Multi-Resource Management Plan of how such temporary 
limitation or control of access will be addressed prior to implementation of same. As part of 
its review of the MRMP, the DSA will review this section to assure that the Cooperating 
Entity only intends to limit access for specific reasons and specific time periods and 
conditions. 

9. Multi-Resource Management Plan/Forest Management. The Cooperating Entity
shall develop a Multi-Resource Management plan (the "Management Plan") within one (1) 
year from the date of this Agreement and submit the Management Plan to the DSA for 
review. The Management Plan shall be updated at least once every ten (10) years. All such 
updates shall be submitted to DSA for review and shall be consistent with the terms of this 
Agreement and the Conservation Easement. 
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The Management Plan shall include a nunimum of 3 sections addressing 1)Ecological Management; 2) Forest Management; and 3) Recreation Management. Any forestmanagement activities shall he conducted in accordance with the Management Plan. If
undertaken, any forestry activity beyond routine management shall be done under thesupervision of a licensed forester, in accordance with the Conservation Easement anddesigned and implemented to be compatible with the ecological management of the
Premises and the public recreational uses, to maintain a biologically diverse forest supportingnative flora and fauna, to be in compliance with all local, state, and federal rules, ordinances
and statutes, and to minimize negative ecological impacts. The Forest Management sectionof the Management Plan should address invasive species control, wildlife habitatimprovements, vernal pool protection, all using Best Management Practices for Forestry.

10. Recreational Management. Any recreational management activities shall be
conducted in accordance with the recreational management section of the Multi-ResourceManagement Plan. The Cooperating Entity will manage the Premises for traditional lowimpact outdoor recreational activities including hiking, nature observation, wildlife habitat,all-season recreational trails, ecological values, scenic values, educational values, and hunting,fishing, and trapping to the extent permitted under applicable state, local, and federal lawsand regulations (the "Conservation Purposes"). All uses of the Premises shall support theConservation Purposes.
IN WilNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the

� day of t>-1'\l-,\L , 2019 by their duly authorized representatives.
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THE LAND FOR MAINE' FUTURE BOARD 

STATE OF MAINE 

Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry 

By:�£ �OS)Amanda E. Beal, Its Commissioner
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COOPERATING ENTITY 

anager 

Date: L/ /y Ii 9

Then personally appeared the above-named Nathaniel J. Tupper, duly authorized Town 
Manager of the Town of Yarmouth and acknowledged the foregoing to be his free act and 
deed in his capacity and the free act and deed of said Town of Yarmouth. 
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Before me, 

c/Uvdl/)4"-= Notary Public/m,c rttomey at Law
Print Name: ,'co t C?ope.... 
My Commission Expires: 
Seal: 

NICOLE COPE 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
State of Maine 

My Commission Expires 
December 28, 2024 

SEAL 
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LAND FOR MAINE'S FUTURE FUND 
PROJECT AGREEMENT GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Part I - DEFINITIONS 

1. The term "DSA" or "Agency" as used herein means the Designated State Agency as
shown on Page 1 of the Project Agreement.

2. The term "Director" as used herein means the Commissioner or agency head of the
DSA or any representative lawfully delegated the authority to act for such Director.

3. The term "Premises" as used herein means the lot or parcel or parcels of land as
described and shown on Page 1 of the Project Agreement.

4. The term "Project" as used herein means a single project, a consolidated grant, a
project element of a consolidated grant, or project stage which is subject to the Project
Agreement, and as described on Page 1 of the Project Agreement.

5. The term "Cooperating Entity" as used herein means a political subdivision or
instrumentality of the State of Maine or a non-profit conservation corporation which will
implement the Project as provided in this Agreement.

Part II - CONTINUING ASSURANCES 

The Cooperating Entity specifically recognizes that Land for Maine's Future Fund project 
assistance creates an obligation to acquire, use and maintain the property described in the 
Project Agreement consistent with Title 5, M.R.S., Section 6200 et seq., as amended, and 
augmented by P.L. 2009, c.645, Sec], and the following requirements: 

A. LEGAL AUTHORITY: The Cooperating Entity warrants and represents that it
possesses the legal authority to apply for the grant and to otherwise carry out the project in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, and has either marketable title to the Premises
or a binding Agreement to acquire the same. A resolution or similar action has been duly
adopted by the governing body of the Cooperating Entity authorizing the filing of the 
application and implementation of the Project, including all understandings and assurances 
contained herein, and directing and authorizing the person identified as the official 
representative of the Cooperating Entity to act in connection with the application and to 
provide such additional information as may be required by the LMFB or the DSA and to 
enter into this Agreement. 

B. FINANCIAL ABILITY: The Cooperating Entity warrants and represents that it has
the funds and the commitment to finance the cost share of acquisition together with all
other costs of the Project, including for monitoring and management, except the Land for 
Maine's Future Fund share stated on the cover page of this Agreement. 

C. USE OF FUNDS: The Cooperating Entity shall use moneys granted by LMFB only
for the purposes of acquisition/ access improvement of the Project as approved by LMFB
and provided for herein.
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D. USE AND MAINTENANCE OF PREMISES: The Cooperating Entity shall assure
that the Premises shall be forever used, operated and maintained as prescribed in this
Agreement and all applicable laws, including without limitation Title 5, M.R.S. Section 6200
et seq., as amended and augmented by P.L. 2009, c.645, Sec J. Permits and licenses
necessary for the implementation of this Agreement or use of the Premises shall be obtained
and complied with by the Cooperating Entity. All costs of acquisition or implementation of
the Project and ownership and management of the Premises shall be paid by the
Cooperating Entity, except as to the cost share to be provided by LMFB as specified herein.
The Cooperating Entity shall ensure that appropriate signage is established and maintained 
on the Premises in a prominent location to acknowledge the support of the Lands for 
Maine's Future Program. 

E. RETENTION AND CUSTODIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR RECORDS: The
Cooperating Entity shall keep a permanent record in the Cooperating Entity's property
records, available for public inspection, to clearly document that the property described in
this Project Agreement, and the signed and dated Project boundary map made pare of this 
Agreement has been acquired with Land for Maine's Future Fund assistance and that it 
cannot be converted to uses other than those specifically provided by this Agreement 
without the prior written approval of the LMFB and the Director of the DSA. 

Financial records, supporting documents, statistical records, monitoring records and all other 
records pertinent to this grant and the Project shall be retained by the Cooperating Entity 
and may be inspected by representatives of LMFB and the DSA during normal business 
hours. 

F. ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS: On each anniversary of this
Agreement, the Cooperating Entity shall report on an annual basis on a monitoring form as
approved by LMFB. The form shall be sent to: 1) the Director of the DSA; and (2) the
Director of LMFB. For the purposes of this Agreement, the anniversary date for reporting 
purposes shall be the date of recording of this instrument in the applicable registry of deeds. 

G. RIGHT OF ENTRY: The DSA or LMFB, its employees, agents and representatives,
shall have the right to enter the Premises at all times and in any manner without prior notice
to assure compliance with the terms of this Agreement and any applicable laws.

H. PROVISIONS IN THE EVENT OF TRANSFER:

i. PRIOR NOTICE AND APPROVAL: In the event of any intended sale or
transfer of the Premises, the Cooperating Entity shall provide at least sixty (60) days prior 
written notice of the same to the DSA and LMFB and shall obtain written consent from the 
same prior to such transfer. 

ii. DISSOLUTION: In the event of dissolution of the Cooperating Entity, at least
sixty (60) days prior written notice of such shall be provided to: (1) the Director, DSA; and 
(2) Director, LMFB. Prior written consent to the transfer and disposal of the Premises shall
be obtained from LMFB as with a conveyance of the Premises under Subsection H(i) unless
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the DSA requires that the Cooperating Entity transfer title to the Premises to the DSA or a 
successor designated by the DSA under Subsection I(d). 

iii. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS: Except as otherwise provided herein, this
Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the successors and assigns of 
the parties hereto. The Cooperating Entity shall incorporate the terms of this Agreement by 
reference in any deed or other instrument by which the Cooperating Entity sells or transfers 
any interest (including leasehold interest) in all or a portion of the Premises. In the event 
that the LMFB or the DSA ceases to exist, the rights and responsibilities of that party shall 
automatically be vested in any successor agency designated by the Legislature. Failing 
legislative designation, the successor agency shall be as determined by the Governor. 

iv. SHARE IN PROCEEDS: In the event of any sale, transfer, or condemnation
of any or all of the Premises or disposal of the Premises pursuant to dissolution (hereinafter 
"transfer"), the Cooperating Entity shall pay to the Land for Maine's Future Fund, or to 
another fund designated by the LMFB, a share of the proceeds of the transfer. For the 
purposes of this Agreement, this share is defined as the product of: 

(a) the ratio of the value of the LMF's contribution to the value of the Premises as a
whole as of the date of this Agreement, hereby established as 31.2%, multiplied by

(b) the appraised value of the transferred Premises or portion thereof at the time of
the transfer, unencumbered by this Agreement or other encumbrances recorded
after the date of this Agreement (excluding value attributable to authorized
improvements to the Premises made after the date of this grant and not paid for
by the State).

The LMFB may waive receipt of any proceeds, provided that the said funds are applied to 
conservation of a substitute property as approved by the LMFB. This payment to the fund 
shall not relieve the transferee of the continuing obligations to hold, manage and use the 
Premises under the terms of this Agreement. 

The State's share of proceeds shall be paid to the LMF at the time of the transfer, sale, 
condemnation or dissolution. 

I. ENFORCEMENT ALTERNATIVES: In the event that the Cooperating Entity does
not meet one or more of its obligations under this Agreement or the deed restrictions and
covenants by which it holds title to the Premises, or in the event of dissolution of the
Cooperating Entity, the DSA may exercise, in its sole discretion, any of the following
remedies following written notice and thirty (30) days opportunity for the Cooperating
Entity to cure the default:

(a) any of the remedies or rights set forth in the Cooperating Entity's deed to the
Premises;

(b) the right to require specific performance on the part of the Cooperating Entity; 
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(c) the right to a rerum of the State's share of proceeds as defined in Section H (iv);
and

(d) any other rights or remedies available at law or in equity including, but not limited
to, the right to require that the Cooperating Entity perform remedial work and
transfer title to the Premises to the DSA or a successor designated by the DSA
under such terms and conditions as the court may require. In the event that the
DSA exercises any of the rights available to it upon default of the Cooperating
Entity, the Cooperating Entity shall reimburse the DSA for its costs of
enforcement and collection, including reasonable attorneys' fees.

In addition to the foregoing remedies, it is understood and agreed that the Project creates a 
public charitable trust entitled to all the protections thereof under state law. 

J. AMENDMENT: 1bis Agreement may not be amended, in whole or in part, except with
the written consent of all of the parties hereto.

K. NOTICES: 1\ny notices or requests for approval required by this Agreement shall be in
writing and shall be personally delivered or sent registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, or by other courier providing reliable proof of delivery, to the Cooperating Entity,
the DSA and the LMFB at the following addresses, unless one has been notified by the
others of a change of address:

To Cooperating Entity: 

ToDSA: 

ToLMFB: 

Town of Yarmouth 
200 Main Street 
Yarmouth, ME 04096

Department of Agriculture, Conservation & Forestry 
Bureau of Parks and Lands 
22 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0022

Land for Maine's Future Program 
22 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0022

NOTE: For the purposes of notice provisions under this Section K, the DSA and the LMFB 
shall be referred to collectively as the "State", and when being sent, notices shall be sent to 
both entities. 

(a) In the event that notice mailed to the Cooperating Entity at the last address on
file with the State is returned as undeliverable, the State shall send notice by certified
mail, return receipt requested, or by such commercial carrier as requires a receipt,
and by regular mail to the Cooperating Entity's last known address on file with the
tax assessment records of the municipality of Yarmouth, Maine, and if applicable
with the Bureau of Corporations, Secretary of the State of Maine, and the mailing of 
such notice shall be deemed compliance with the notice provisions of this 
Agreement The Cooperating Entity's notices must include sufficient information to 
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enable the State to determine whether Cooperating Entity's plans are consistent with 
the terms of this Agreement and the conservation purposes hereof. 

(b) When the Cooperating Entity is re9uired to obtain the State's prior written
consent and approval, the Cooperating Entity's re9uest shall be in the form of a
written application and shall include sufficient details and specifications for the State
to adequately review and analyze the same.

Within 60 days of receipt of a complete application, the State shall provide a written 
decision which shall grant, grant with conditions, withhold approval, or, with 
consent of the Cooperating Entity, extend the time within which to complete 
analysis of the application. Failure to the State to issue a decision within 60 days 
shall be deemed a denial of the application. The parties agree that the application 
and review process shall be completed as expeditiously as possible. 

(c) The State shall not give written consent and approval unless the Cooperating
Entity demonstrates to the satisfaction of the State that the proposed use or facilities
is consistent with the terms, conditions, and purposes of this Agreement and will not
diminish or impair the natural resources and scenic values of the Premises.

(d) In the event that the Premises are owned by more than one Cooperating Entity,
the Cooperating Entity or its successor owners shall designate an agent responsible
for the seeking of approvals from the State, and for the receipt of notices from the
State. In the event that no single entity or agent is so designated, the approval of or
notice to any executive officer of the Cooperating Entity shall be deemed the
approval of or notice to all such owners.
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Exhibit A 

Description of Premises 

A certain lot or parcel of land situated on the westerly side of, but not adjacent to, East Elm 
Street and lying between the east bank of the Royal River and the west side of the St. 
Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad, so called, formerly the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, in 
the Town of Yarmouth, County of Cumberland, and State of Maine, bounded and described 
as follows: 

Beginning on the westerly sideline of said railroad at the northerly comer of land of the 
Town of Yarmouth (deed book 17137 page 314), said point of beginning being located 
S54 °25'27"W a distance of 0.28 feet from a capped iron rod found, as shown in plan entitled 
"Boundary Survey of a Portion of Hilda L. Barker Property, made for Inhabitants of the 
Town of Yarmouth," made by Royal River Survey Company, dated October 25'", 2001, 
recorded in plan book 218 page 328; 

Thence, from said point of beginning S54°25'27"W along said land of Town of Yarmouth 
1,619.74 feet to a capped iron rod (P.L.S.#1154); 

Thence, continuing along said land of Town of Yarmouth on a prolongation of the previous 
course 50 feet, more or less, to the Royal River; 

Thence, in a generally northerly direction by and along the Royal River 684 feet, more or 
less, to land now or formerly of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust; 

Thence, N54°48'23"E along said land of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust 35 feet, more or 
less, to an approximately 3 inch by 10 inch granite monument, said monument being situated 
N03°54'08"W a distance of 608.8 feet from the previously mentioned capped iron rod; 

Thence, NS4°48'23"E along said land of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust and through an 
approximately 3 inch by 8 inch granite monument 1,427.14 feet to said westerly sideline of 
the railroad, said monument being located 0.8 feet from said railroad sideline; 

Thence, S21 °33'07"E along said westerly sideline of the railroad 542.2 feet to the point of 
beginning. 

Containing 19.48 acres, more or less. 

TOGETHER WITH access over Riverfront Drive and Lot 11 as shown on plan entitled 
"Boundary Compilation Plan of Riverboat, LLC River Lot off of North Road, Yarmouth, 
Maine made for Royal River Conservation Trust," dated August 7, 2018 by Owen Haskell, 
Inc. OHi Job #2018-194 Y, a reduced scale copy of which is attached to this Agreement as 
Exhibit B, including the guarantee of public access to and from the aforedescribed lands as 
more fully set forth in First Amendment to Declaration of Restrictive Covenants dated as of 
May 6, 2019 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 35794, 
Page 207(the "Public Access Easement"). 
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DLN: 1001940064067 

QUITCLAIM DEED WITH COVENANT 

DLN: 
----------

RIVERBOAT LLC, a Maine limited liability company, with a place of business in Yarmouth, 
Maine ("Grantor"), FOR CONSIDERATION PAID, grants to TOWN OF YARMOUTH, a body 
corporate and politic with a mailing address of 200 Main Street, Yarmouth, Maine, 04096 
("Grantee"), with QUITCLAIM COVENANT, certain real property, together with any 
improvements thereon, located westerly of but not adjacent to East Elm Street, in the Town of 
Yarmouth, County of Cumberland and State of Maine, more particularly described on Exhibit A 
attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

For Grantor's source of title, see deed from Steven M. Dugas and Gregory S. Dugas dated March 
3, 2017 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 33864, Page 187 and 
deed from Warren M. Turner dated March 6, 2018 and recorded in the Cumberland County 
Registry of Deeds in Book 34698, Page 110. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has caused this i�trument to be executed by Steven M. Dugas,
its Member, thereunto duly authorized, as of this� day of 'Ji>\1 , 2019.

RIVERBOAT LLC 

Witness� 
By: J.i- D�

Steven M. Dugas, its Member 

STATE OF MAINE 
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss. 

PERSONALLY APPEARED the above-named Steven M. Dugas, Member of Riverboat LLC, as 
aforesaid, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed and in his said 
capacity and the free act and deed of Riverboat LLC. 

SEAL 

BefoJJJ/l� 

Notary Public/Attorney-at-Law 
Commission Expires: 
Print Name: 

SCOTT C. FOSS 
Notary Pu!Jlic. Maine 

My 001'1\fflission Ex;)ires 4/18/2023 
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Exhibit A 

Certain lots or parcel of lands, with any improvements located thereon, situated westerly of but not 
adjacent to East Elm Street, in the Town of Yarmouth, Cumberland County and State of Maine, more 
particularly described as follows: 

PARCEL ONE ("Lot 11 "): 

A certain lot or parcel of land, with any improvements located thereon, in the Town of Yarmouth, 
County of Cumberland, and the State of Maine, being more particularly described as Lot 11 on plan 
entitled Riverfront Drive Subdivision Plan, Map 19 Parcel 17, 570 East Elm Street, Yarmouth, Maine 
prepared for Riverboat, LLC by Kimball Land Surveying dated May 7, 2018 and recorded Cumberland 
County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 218, Page 235. 

PARCEL TWO (the "River Lot"): 

A certain lot or parcel of land situated on the westerly side of, but not adjacent to, East Elm Street and 
lying between the east bank of the Royal River and the west side of the St. Lawrence and Atlantic 
Railroad, so called, formerly the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, in the Town of Yarmouth, County of 
Cumberland, and State of Maine, bounded and described as follows: 

Beginning on the westerly sideline of said railroad at the northerly comer of land of the Town of 
Yarmouth (deed book 17137 page 314), said point of beginning being located S54°25'27"W a distance 
of 0.28 feet from a capped iron rod found, as shown in plan entitled "Boundary Survey of a Portion of 
Hilda L. Barker Property, made for Inhabitants of the Town of Yarmouth," made by Royal River Survey 
Company, dated October 251

\ 2001, recorded in plan book 218 page 328; 

Thence, from said point of beginning S54°25'27"W along said land of Town of Yarmouth 1,619.74 feet 
to a capped iron rod (P.L.S. #1154); 

Thence, continuing along said land of Town of Yarmouth on a prolongation of the previous course 50 
feet, more or less, to the Royal River; 

Thence, in a generally northerly direction by and along the Royal River 684 feet, more or less, to land 
now or formerly of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust; 

Thence, N54°48'23"E along said land of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust 35 feet, more or less, to an 
approximately 3 inch by 10 inch granite monument, said monument being situated N03°54'08"W a 
distance of 608.8 feet from the previously mentioned capped iron rod; 

Thence, N54°48'23"E along said land of Carla Jean Maguire Living Trust and through an approximately 
3 inch by 8 inch granite monument 1,427.14 feet to said westerly sideline of the railroad, said monument 
being located 0.8 feet from said railroad sideline; 

Thence, S21 °33'07"E along said westerly sideline of the railroad 542.2 feet to the point of beginning. 
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Containing 19 .48 acres, more or less. 

For a more particular description see plan entitled "Boundary Compilation Plan of Riverboat, LLC River 

Lot off of North Road, Yarmouth, Maine made for Royal River Conservation Trust," dated August 7, 

2018 by Owen Haskell, Inc. OHI Job #2018-194 Y to be recorded. 

PARCEL THREE (Access to Lot 11 and River Lot): 

Also conveying to Grantee, its successors and assigns, appurtenant rights and easements for the benefit 
of the River Lot and Lot 11, described above, over that portion of Grantor's property described in deed 
from Steven M. Dugas and Gregory S. Dugas to Riverboat LLC dated March 3, 2017 and recorded in the 
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 33864, Page 187 and deed from Warren M. Turner to 

Riverboat LLC dated March 6, 2018 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 
34698, Page 110 and depicted as the subdivision road extending from the westerly side of East Elm 

Street to Lot 11 shown on Riverfront Drive Subdivision Plan, Tax Map 19 Parcel 17, 570 East Elm 
Street, Yarmouth, Maine" prepared for Riverboat LLC by Kimball Land Surveying dated May 7, 2018 
and recorded at Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 218, Page 235 (the "Easement 
Area"). These rights and easements include the perpetual right and easement to fill, pave and grade said 
Easement Area and to lay, maintain, repair and replace utility lines, including without limitation, gas, 

electricity, sewer, water, storm, and drainage in, on and over the Easement Area and include the 
perpetual right and easement to build, maintain, replace and repair (which may include snow plowing, 
cutting, clearing, filling, grading and paving) any improvements in and to said Easement Area that are 
necessary or incidental to satisfy the building standards for public ways and sidewalks as are required by 

the Town of Yarmouth (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Rights"), provided that any such acts shall 
be performed at Grantee's sole cost and expense and in such a manner as to reasonably minimize any 

interference with the Grantor's use and enjoyment of the Easement Area. The rights and easements and 
all rights incidental thereto are for the benefit of and are intended to be appurtenant to all of the property 

rights and interests in the River Lot and Lot 11 herein conveyed ("Grantee's Land"). 

See, for reference, First Amendment to Declaration of Restrictive Covenants of the Riverfront Drive 

Subdivision dated as of May 6, 2019 and recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 
35794, Page 207. 

Reference is made to a survey entitled Riverfront Drive Subdivision Plan, Tax Map 19 Parcel 17, 570 
East Elm Street, Yarmouth, Maine" prepared for Riverboat LLC by Kimball Land Surveying dated May 
7, 2018 and recorded at Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Plan Book 218, Page 235, for further 
description of the above described easement. 

Received 
RPcorded Register of Deeds

-- Jul 15,2019 12:17:05P 

Cumberland Count� 
Mane� A. Lane 
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SHORT FORM WARRANTY DEED

Hilda L. Barker, of Yarmouth, Maine, FOR CONSIDERATION PAID, grants to the Town of

Yarmouth, a municipal corporation organized under the laws of the State of Maine with a mailing
address of P.O. Box 907, Yarmouth, Maine 04096-0907, with \VARRJ\..NTY COVENANTS,
certain real property, together with any improvements thereon, located in the Town of Yannouth,
Cumberland County, Maine and more particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made
a part hereof.

Being the same premises conveyed to Albert B. Barker and Hilda L. Barker by deed from Helen W. Q Greenlaw dated May 31, 1957 and recorded June 14, 1957 in the Cumberland County Registry of
� Deeds in Book 2357, Page 149. Albert B. Barker died January 28, 1975 leaving Hilda L. Barker as
� surviving joint tenant.
� 

I 

This conveyance is subject to the following:

No hunting and no motorized recreational vehicles are to be pennitted on the
premises; motorized vehicles may be pennitted for emergency purposes.

WITNESS my hand and seal this ,:1. tJ day of December, 2001.

WITNESS: / 

J:lJdA �lb-� 
Hilda L. Barker

State of Maine
County of Cumberland, ss. Decembec ..14 2001

PERSONALLY APPEARED the above-named Hilda L. Barker and acknowledged the foregoing
instrument to be her free act and deed.

�
reme, 

,4�j_ a,&u� 
Name:
Notary Public/ Atteme) ttl Lan'

SANDRA G. lv1r;C.A. fHERIN 
NOTARY PUC3LIC Maine 
My Commission Expires 

June 16. 2008 

___.:.: _______: 
______:�---------------------

I 
·1
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EXHIBIT A 

A certain parcel of land situated between the east bank of the Royal river and the west side of the 
St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railroad, so called, formerly the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada, in the 
Town of Yarmouth, County of Cumberland and State of Maine, and being more particularly bounded 
and described as follows, to wit: 

Beginning at a certain survey marker set in the westerly sideline of the aforesaid St. Lawrence and 
Atlantic Railroad and on the southerly boundary of land now or formerly of Warren and Anne Turner 
as described in the deed recorded in book 6446 page 106, said marker also being further described 
as 55 feet west of the said railroad's baseline and opposite station 8072+21, more or less, and 
proceeding around the parcel hereby described and conveyed in a clockwise fashion; 

Thence S 04°-18'-U• E along the said railroad right of way for a distance of 695.38 feet to a 
certain survey marker set in the northerly sideline of land now or formerly of Mary L. Dunn as 
described in the deed recorded in book 10974 page 294; 

Thence S 71°-55'-38• W along the northerly boundary of said Mary Dunn for a distance of 1363.81 
feet to a certain survey marker, and continuing on same course an additional 87 feet, more or less, 
to the waters of the Royal River; 

Thence turning in a general northerly direction and proceeding northerly along the said Royal River 
for an approximate distance of 710 feet to a point at land of said Turner and in range with the 
northerly boundary of the parcel hereby described and conveyed, said point being situated 
southwesterly and on a bearing of S 71°-39'-39• W from a certain survey marker set above the bank 
of said river and 50' more or less from the waters thereof; 

Thence N 71°-39'-39• E along the said land of Turner for a distance of 50 feet to the said survey 
marker, said marker being situated northwesterly and on a bearing of N 25°-48'-19• W and 673.99 
feet distant from the previously mentioned survey marker that was 87 feet easterly of said river, 
and continuing on sarne course along said land of Turner for an additional distance of 1620.02 feet 
to the survey marker set in the westerly sideline of said railroad and point of beginning herein, 
encompassing an area of 22.92 acres, more or less. 

All bearings herein are relative to the local magnetic meridian of 1998. All corners designated as 
•certain survey marker• herein are 5/8" diameter steel reinforcing rods or rebars with
identification caps inscribed •Royal River PLS 1154•. This description is the result of a boundary
survey performed by the Royal River Survey Company dated October 25, 2001.

The above property is subject to a certain easement given to the Central Maine Power Company and 
recorded in said registry in book 2289 page 380. 

RECEIVED 
RECORDED REGISTRY OF DEED! 

. -

2001 DEC 27 PM I: 23 

CUMBERLAND COUNTY

��� 

II 
,1 

r 
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KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS 

That We, MAX E. TURNER and RUTH M. TURNER, both of Yannouth, County of Cumberland
and State of Maine, 

in consideration of one dollar and other valuable consideration paid by CENTRAL MAINE POWER COM
PANY, a corporation duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Maine and 
having an office and place of business at Augusta, County of Kennebec, said State of Maine, the receipt where
of is hereby acknowledged, do hereby give, grant, bargain, sell and convey unto the said Central Maine Power 
Company, its successors and assigns, forever, the perpetual right and easement to erect, consb.uct, maintain, 
repair, rebuild, respace, replace, operate, patrol and remove electric transmission, distribution and communi
cation lines consispng of suitable and sufficient poles and towers with sufficient foundations together with wires 
strung upon and extending between the same for the transmission of electric energy and intelligence, together 
with all necessary :fixtures, anchors, guys,_ crossarms, and other electrical equipment and ap=nances, over and 
across .... Q.\ll' ...... land located in the Town/� of ..... I��.th .................... , County of ............ �r.!� .............. ,
State of Maine. The location of said easement is more particularly bounded and described as follows: 

Over, along and across a strip of land one hundred (100) feet. in width, extending 
from land of the Grantee at Royal River, so-called, in a southeasterly direction a 
distance of fourteen hundred twenty-eight (1,428) feet, more or less, across land 
� the Grmtors to lands now or forJ11erly of Burton H. Cleaves and Atlantic & St. 
Lawrence Railroad Co�any, now leased to Canadian National Railway- Company. 

Said strip being .fifty (50) feet on each side of the survey line, and the projec
tion thereof, as now staked across land of the Grantors for the purpose of estab
lishing a center lin, for the Grantee's 38 KV transnti.ssion line to be constructed 
fro• Yanaouth to Freeport. 

Said survey line is located and described as followss Beginning at a stake set in 
the ground on the easterly bank ot said, Royal River; thence extending � 89° 30 1 E 
a distance of .fourteen hundred twenty-eight (1,428) feet, more or less, across land 
of the Grantors to a stake set in the ground in the dividing line between land of 
the Grsntors and land of the said Cleaves, said stake being S 68° 30 1 W a distmice 
ot seventy-seven (77) feet, more or less, from the westerly edge of land of the 
•aid Railway Caapany-1 measured along the last named dividing line.

The above described strip contains 3.2 acres, more or less, and is a portion of 
the premises conveyed to the Grantors by Joseph H. Honan, et al, by deed dated
December 23, 1948 and recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds, Book 1938, 
Page 442. 
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Also conveying. to the Grantee, its successors and assigns, the .right:and eaaecnent at any and all times to cleu 
3 51and keep clear sa,id strip of all trees, timber and bushes growing on :said strip by such �. as the Grantee, its successon and assigns, may select; provided, however, that the Grantor(s), .... ��.�!!'. ........ heirs !lnd as�igns, sJla]l be- .-titiad fqr a period of 'One ( 1) year from the date said ship is first cleared to any salvage of wood and timber cut by .the -G:mitee, its SdCCeSSOrs anq assigns. • · 

Also conveying to the G�tee, its successors and assigns, the right and easement at ·any an.d all times to enter 
011 adjacent land of the Grantor(s), .. tlutir ...... heirs and assigns, for the purpose of cutting or trimmin_g and removing such tall tree or trees growing outside the limits of said ship as in fallµ)g would in the•judgment of the Grantee, its successors and assigns, interfere with or endanger � operation and maintenance of an5' lines constructed along said strip. 

i • • 
1 

� +h-. selvea. d their h . . dmin. d The Crantor( s) xor .�,mr. ........ :mW; an .................... ei.rs, execuj:ors, a istrators, successors· an assigns,covenants and agrees to and with the Grantee, its successors and assigns, that they will not erect or maintain any building or other structu.re, or permit the erection or maintenance of any building or other structure, of any kind or nature upon the above described smp, and will not place, permit or allow any material of any kind or nature to accumulate on or be removed from said strip any or all of which, in the opinion of the Grantee, its successors and assigns, would endanger or interfere with the operation or maintenance of said line or lines constructed along and across said strip. TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the aforegranted rights and easements, with all the privileges and appurtenances thereof to the said Central Maine Power Company, its successors and assigns, to its and their use and behoof forever. And we do covenant with the said Grantee, its successors and assigns, that we �wfully seized in fee of the premises; that they are free of all incumbrances; that we have good right to sell and convey said easement to the said Grantee to hold as aforesaid; and that we and our · heirs, shall and will warrant and defend the same to the said Grantee, its successors and assigns forever, against the lawful claims and demands of all persons. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, We, the said bam and wi.te, Max E. T•1rner and Ruth M. Turner, being hus-

Aliewl.1 

.,,,,,..'" ,.., cJ r • fl • A...-i, ear Jtithi-a J ::acw · r - ■-.. a ·sb�bi • 1¥J;i.� .,._�.,. M J have hereunto set our hand(s) and seal(s) this s' /16 day of 
0 

___ _ , m the year of our Lord one thousand nDle hundred and fi!t;r-oix, 
Signed, Sealed and Delivered in presence of 
..........

� .... (,.� .. 
...... · ......... !. .. (/.�.� .................... . 

STATE OF MAINE OMERLAND 

'iJ1 � .. e..z;,:; ...............
�.� ... �: .. ��.:.:: ....................... ..

� '5',
1956 . . 

Penonally appeared the above named Max E. Turner 
and acknowledged the above instrument to be his free act and deed. 

Before me, 

··············· .... ..... i. .. � ultice of the Peace 
REGI�TRY OF DEEDS, CUMBERLAND COUNTY, MAINE

JI IN 2 B 1956 Rece1ved at f H - �orded inBOOK '129 'T PAGE 3.:ro �� �*� 

351 
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Appendix J: Plans and Surveys
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GENERAL NOTES 

1, OWNER OF RECORD: RIVERBOAT, LLC 
69 FIELDSTONE DRIVE, YARMOUTH, MAINE 
TAX MAP 19 LOT 13 
C,C,R.0, BOOK 33864 PAGE 187 

2. BEARINGS ARE BASED ON STATE PLANE COORDINATE SYSTEM, MAINE WEST
ZONE, NAD 83,

3. LOCATI6N OF THE ROYAL RIVER TAKEN TAKEN FROM ORTHOIMAGERY PROVIDED
BY WE MAINE OFFICE OF G.I.S. 

4, UNRECORDED DEED OF PRATT TO THE RAILROAD (SEE CUSTODIAN #26-347) 
RESERVES ",,,A TEAM CROSSING AT THE GRADE WITH CATTLE GUARDS IN 
CONNECTION THEREWITH NEAR THE SOUTH SIDE OF [THE PRATT] LOT AND A TEAM 
CROSSING AT THE GRADE NEAR THE NORTH SIDE OF (THE PRATT] LOT." THE TEAM 
AND CATTLE CROSSINGS TO THE SOUTH ARE SHOWN HEREON AND ON PLAN 
REFERENCE 4, NO EVIDENCE OF THE NORTH CROSSING WAS FOUND. REFERENCE IS 
MADE TO STATE OF MAINE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION RAILROAD DECISION -
RR #369, DATED APRIL 2, 2018 REGARDING THE TOWN OF YARMOUTH'S PETITION 

. TO ESTABLISH A PUBLIC CROSSING AT THE EXISTING PRIVATE CROSSING (SHOWN 
HEREON.) 

5, THE PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY IS TO TIE TOGETHER VARIOUS RECORDED SURVEY 
PLANS WHICH SURROUND THIS PARCEL NO BOUNDARY DETERMINATION IS MADE 
REGARDING THE NORTH AND SOUTH LINES OR LINES OF ADJACENT SUBDIVISIONS TO 
THE EAST. SURVEY WAS PERFORMED WITH NETWORK RTK-GPS. 

PLAN REFERENCES 

1. "BOUNDARY SURVEY OF A PORTION OF HILDA L. BARKER PROPERTY MADE FOR THE
INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF YARMOUTH," OCTOBER 25, 2001 BY ROYAL RIVER SURVEY
CO. PLAN BOOK 218, PAGE 328. 

2. "AMENDED PLAN - PLAN OF PROPERTY, NORTH ROAD, YARMOUTH, MAINE MADE FOR
BOB MAGUIRE," DATED DECEMBER 8, 2008 AND REVISED 12/01/14 BY CULLENBERG
LAND SURVEYING, RECOl1DED IN PLAN BOOK 214, PAGE 510.

3. CENTRAL MAllsE POWER COMPANY RIGHT OF WAY PLANS, SECTION 104, MILE-4.

4, "RIGHT OF WAY & TRACK MAP, ATLANTIC & ST, LAWRENCE R.R., OPERATED BY THE 
GRAND TRUNK RY. CO, OF CANADA, STATION 7958+56 TO STATION 8169+66," DATED 
JUNE 30, 1917 AND REVISED 8-13-24, BY THE OFFICE OF VALUATION ENGINEER, 
TORONTO, CANADA. VALUATION PLAN V26/18. 

CIRF #1154 
�· 0 

FOUND 

I I 

I I 

5, "RIVERFRONT DRIVE SUBDIVISION, SUBDIVISION PLAN, MAP 19 PARCEL 17, 570 EAST 
ELM STREET, YARMOUTH, MAINE PREPARED FOR RIVERBOAT, LLC," DATED MAY 7, 2018 
BY KIMBALL SURVEY & DESIGN, INC, RECORDED IN PLAN BOOK 218, PAGE 235, 

6, "PLAN OF I.AND IN YARMOUTH, MAINE FOR HILDA L BARKER," DATED APRIL 21, 
1979 BY JAMES A BARKER. RECORDED IN PLAN BOOK 124, PAGE 76 

7. "SURVEY PLAN OF PROPOSED ROAD OFF ALDERBROOK LANE, YARMOUTH, MAINE FOR
ANDY BERTOCCI," BY PLUMBAGO LAND SURVEYS, DATED JUNE 18, 2014 AND REVISED
7/8/14, RECORDED IN PLAN BOOK 215, PAGE 69,

SJ D. JYJL_
SAMUEL D. GLIDDEN, PLS #2520 

10/1? }zolg 
DATE 

Owner of Record: Riverboat, LLC 

Boundary Compilation Plan 
of Riverboat, LLC 

"River Lot" off of East Elm Street 

Yarmouth, Maine 

Made for 

Royal River Conservation Trust 
325 Main Street, Yarmouth, Maine 

OWEN HASKELL, INC. 
PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYORS 

390 U.S. ROUTE ONE, UNIT 10, FALMOUTH, MAINE 04105 

DRAWN BY: RRS / JLW DATE: AUGUST?, 2018 JOB NO, 2018-194 Y 

CHECKED BY: SDG SCALE: 1" = 100' DRWG. NO. 1 
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SCALE: 1" � 2000' 
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327.42' 
HSS-lf 459£ 

-- ✓ I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

LINE TABLE 
LINE BEARING DISTANCE 
L1 N37'20'13"W 133.93' 
L2 N52'39' 47"E 250.00' 
L3 N37'20'13"W 95.94' 
L4 N02'55'13"W 235.17' 
L5 N83°33'31"E 254.60' 
L6 N83°33'31 "E 256.24' 
L7 S68' 44'51 "W 10.65' 
LB S21'15'09"E 5.00' 
L9 N02'36'37"W 200. 13'

LIO N87'12'52"E 44.62' 
L11 NI 1'01 '27"E 156.97' 
Ll2 S62'44'00"E 117.94' 
Ll3 S11"16'55"E 80.07' 
Ll4 S52'29'32"W 80.07' 
LIS S68'44'51 "W 51.36' 
Ll6 N02'55'13"W 49.95' 
Ll7 N87'51 '25"E 47.59' 
LIB S75'18'24"E 75.88' 
Ll9 N59'45'02"E 260.38' 
L20 N45"31 '21 "E 164.80' 
L21 NA�•31'21•r 179.71' 

LINE 
L22 
L23 
L24 
L25 
L26 
L27 
L28 
L29 
LJO 
L31 
L32 
L33 
L34 
L35 
L36 
L37 
L38 
L39 
L40 
L41 
L42 
L43 
L44 
L45 

N Riverfront Drive Subdivision 

I 

I 

/ 

...,. 

LINE TABLE 
BEARING DISTANCE 

N45"31 '21 "E 61.25' 
N25'48'29"E 51.70' 
N25"48'29"E 71.69' 
S64"11 '31 "E 58.00' 
N25"48'29"E 50.00' 
S64"11'31"E 58.00' 
N25'48'29"E 50.00' 
N64"11'31 "W 50.00' 
S25"48'29"W 67.00' 
S25"48'29"W 1 f 5.25' 
S25'48'29"W 4 f. f 2' 
S45'31'21"W 95.28' 
s45•31•21·w 142.49' 
s45•31 •21 •w f 67.99' 
ss9•4s•o2·w 188.18' 
N75" 18'24 "W 75.88' 
S87'51 '25"W 47.58' 
NI 1"35'42"W 138 92' 
NI 1"35'42"W 122.65' 
N52'39'47"E 157.20' 
S31'35'57"E 31.39' 
S43°51 '08"E 31.05' 
N87'03'30"E 89.67' 
N14'41'36"E 27.72' 

N/F 
MATTHEW J. MCGRATH 

30087 /61 
MAP 19, PARCEL 218 

LINE TABLE 
LINE BEARING 
L46 S44'28'39"E 
L47 N47'19'38"E 
L48 N03'34' I 9"W
L49 N00'55'58"E 
L50 N38'05' 47"E 
LSI N47'05'39"E 
L52 N59'11'18"E 
L53 S59'19'55"E 
L54 N46"56' 49"W
L55 N65"08'36"W 
L56 S34"30'13"W 
L57 N65"08'36"W 
L58 N46"56'49"W 
L59 N46"56' 49"W
L60 S64'11'3f"E 
L61 S25'48'29"W 
L62 S25' 48'29"W 
L63 N75"33'25"W 
L64 S78"25'33"W 
L65 NOJ-29'21 "W
L66 N81"33'37"E 
L67 S85'49'33"E 
L68 S88'48'09"E 
L69 S88'21 '55"E 
L70 N25"48'29"E 
L71 S65"17'07"E 
L72 S59'45'02"W 
L73 N46"56'49"W 

/ 

DISTANCE 
18.31' 

145.53' 
30.29' 
24.44' 
52.17' 

116.33' 
39.83' 
11.03' 
91.77' 

153.12' 
30.43' 

153.41' 
85.67' 
88.72' 
9S.10' 
71 .69' 
8.15' 

155.00' 
13.00' 
75.00' 
37.00' 
22.62' 
28.57' 
28.83' 
21.70' 
24.98' 
72.20' 
88.72' 

N/F 
JEANETTE T. BARARD & 

ANDREW G. BERTOCCI 
22945/173 

MAP 16, PARCEL 11 

CURVE DELTA 
Cl 16'50'11" 
C2 17°33'42" 
C3 12'08'26" 
C4 7°48'56" 
cs 6"24'44" 
cs 19'42'53" 
C7 19'42'53" 
cs 14"13'41" 
C9 44'56'34" 

CIO 16"50'11" 
C11 7°34'03" 
C12 7°40'23" 

L42 THROUGH L59 = DRAINAGE EASEMENTS; L60 THROUGH L69 = STORMWATER BUFFER 

RADIUS 
75.00' 

225.00' 
225.00' 
325.00' 
325.00' 
350.00' 
300.00' 
275.00' 
175.00' 
125.00' 
225.00' 
225.00' 

N / F 
LINDA JEAN ALONZO 

26056/148 
MAP 16, PARCEL 12 

CURVE TABLE LOT TABLE 
LENGTH CHORD SEARING CHORD DISTANCE LOT# 

22.04' S83°43'29"E 21.96' MAP 19 PARCEL 17 
68.96' N84'05'15"W 68.69' 1 
47.68' S65'49'15"W 47.59' 2 
44.33' S55'50'34"W 44.30' 3 
36.37' S48' 43' 44 "W 36.35' 4 

120.43' S35'39'55"W 119.84' 5 
103.23' S35'39'55"W 102.72' 6 
68.29' S52'38'12"W 68.11' 7 

137.27' S82'13'19"W 133.78' 8 
36.73' S83'43'29"E 36.60' 9 
29.72' S75'40'30"W 29.70' 10 
30.13' S83°17'43"W 30.11' OPEN SPACE LOT-I I 

SALE TO ABUTTER 

---
-
--

0 200' 

LOT AREA 
60.395 S.F. / 1.39 AC. 

103 407 S.F'. I 2.37 AC. 
43-560 S.F. 1.00 AC.
35.461 S.F'. 0.81 AC.
93.297 S.F. , 2.14 AC.

100. 111 S.F. / 2.30 AC.
125.268 S.F. / 2.88 AC.
47.415 S.F. / 1.09 AC. 
62 505 S.F. ' 1.43 AC. 
58.408 S.F. 1.34 AC. 
90.908 S.F. 2.09 AC. 

309,580 S.F. / 7. 11 AC. 
33.106 S.F. / 0.76 AC. 

CUMBERLAND ss REGISTRY OF DEEDS

RECEIVED H�t� 20 lfi..
AT 11 H __ ......... _ _,_ . AM., AND 

RECORDED IN BOOK Z,/� PAGE m 

�� 
ATTEST: 

REGISTER 
400' 

LEGEND 

• REBAR W/ CAP SET STAMPED "KIMBALL PLS 2334"
© IRON PIPE FOUND 
$ REBAR W/ CAP 
□ STONE MONUMENT

UTILITY POLE (NUMBER AS NOTED)
FIRE HYDRANT

® SEWER MANHOLE
E3 CATCH BASIN

BOUNDARY LINE
---- ABUTTER OR RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE

i\T-
EDGE OF PAVEMENT

------- EDGE OF GRAVEL

APPROVED BY THE TOWN OF 

OUTH PLANNING BOARD 

S zs If 

DATE 

� Z{ tB

STREAM 
OHU OVERHEAD UTILITIES 
N/F NOW OR FORMERLY 

1234/567 DEED BOOK & PAGE 
A.G. ABOVE GROUND 
B.G. BELOW GROUND 

e DECIDUOUS TREE 

;JiI,. WETLAND 

� 
POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANT VERNAL POOL 

� ;_i .J 1j2.1/L�I MEADOW STORMWATER BUFFER 

NOTES 

1. THE PURPOSE OF THIS PLAN IS CREATE A 12 LOT SINGLE FAMILY
RESIDENCE CLUSTER SUBDIVISION ON 28.73 ACRES.

2. THE BASIS OF BEARING FOR THIS PLAN IS GRID NORTH.
COORDINATES SHOWN HEREON ARE BASED ON MAINE STATE PLANE
WEST ZONE.

3. DEED AND PLAN BOOK REFERENCES ARE TO THE CUMBERLAND
COUNTY REGISTRY OF DEEDS (CCRD).

4. REFERENCE IS MADE TO THE FOLLOWING DEEDS:
A. A DEED FROM STEVEN M. & GREGORY S. DUGAS TO

RIVERBOAT, LLC DATED MARCH 3, 2017 AND RECORDED IN
DEED BOOK 33864, PAGE 187.

8. A RELEASE DEED FORM WARREN M. TURNER TO RIVERBOAT, LLC
DATED MARCH 6, 2018 AND RECORDED IN DEED BOOK 34698,
PAGE 110.

5. REFERENCE IS MADE TO THE FOLLOWING PLANS:
A. PLAN OF LAND IN YARMOUTH, MAINE FOR HILDA BARKER BY

JAMES A. BARKER DATED APRIL 21, 1979 AND RECORDED
AT CCRD IN PLAN BOOK 124, PAGE 76.

B. PLAN OF LAND IN YARMOUTH, MAINE FOR JAMES GOOD BY
JAMES A. BARKER DATED MAY 3, 1986 AND RECORDED AT
CCRD IN PLAN BOOK 158, PAGE 60.

C. STANDARD BOUNDARY SURVEY MADE FOR MARY R. AND
CECIL A. RYDER, JR BY ROYAL RIVER SURVEY CO. DATED
JUNE 21, 1991 AND RECORDED AT CCRD IN PLAN BOOK
199, PAGE 387.

6. THE PARCEL SURVEYED IS IDENTIFIED ON THE TOWN OF
YARMOUTH AS MAP 19, PARCEL 17.

7. THE PARCEL SURVEYED IS LOCATED IN THE RURAL RESIDENTIAL (RR)
& MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (MDR) ZONES. PORTIONS OF
DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

RURAL RESIDENTIAL (RR)/ OPEN SPACE: 
LOT AREA 3 ACRES - NOT APPLICABLE 
FRONT SETBACK 15 FEET (WAIVER REQUIRED) 
SIDE SETBACK 15 FEET 
REAR SETBACK 40 FEET 

MEDIUM DENSITY RESIDENTIAL (MDR) 
LOT AREA 1 ACRE 
FRONT SETBACK 15 FEET 
SIDE SETBACK 10 FEET 
REAR SETBACK 15 FEET 

THE DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS SHOWN HEREON ARE 
VALID AS OF THE DATE OF THIS SURVEY ONLY AND SHOULD 
BE CONFIRMED PRIOR TO ANY DESIGN OR CONSTRUCTION. 

8. THE WIDTH OF NORTH ROAD (FORMERLY HUMPHREY'S ROAD) IS
4 RODS (60') PER CUMBERLAND COUNTY COMMISSIONER'S
RECORDS. THE LAYOUT IS BASED ON CENTERLINE. NO RECORDS
WERE FOUND FOR EAST ELM STREET; ASSUMED 3 RODS ( 49.5')
BASED ON CENTERLINE.

9. REFERENCE IS MADE TO THE FOLLOWING EASEMENTS OF RECORD:

A. EASEMENT AND ACCESS RIGHTS CONVEYED FROM WARREN M.
TURNER AND ANNE I. TURNER TO JAMES G. GOOD AND JERRY
A. YODER BY DEED DATED JULY 17, 1987 AND RECORDED AT
CCRD IN BOOK 4909, PAGE 150.

B. AN EASEMENT TO CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO. BY DEED DATED
MARCH 12, 2018 AND RECORDED IN DEED BOOK 34791, PAGE 
244. 

10. THIS SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED WITH 5 INCHES OF SNOW ON
THE GROUND

11. ELEVATIONS AND CONTOURS ARE FROM THE MAINE OFFICE OF
GIS LIDAR CONTOURS AND ARE BASED ON NAVD88 DATUM.

12. WETLAND DELINEATION AND LOCATION PROVIDED BY ALBERT
FRICK ASSOCIATES JANUARY-MAY 2017.

13. ALL LOTS TO BE SERVICED BY MUNICIPAL WATER AND SEWER
AND UNDERGROUND POWER.

14. ELEVATIONS AND CONTOURS ARE BASED ON MAINE OFFICE
OF GIS DATA AND SHOULD BE CONSIDERED APPROXIMATE.

15. NET RESIDENTIAL CALCULATION - SEE PROJECT REPORT
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HILDA BARKER PRESERVE: Hilda Barker sold this parcel to the town in 2001. Her son Jim was 

one of the founders of the Friends of the Royal River (now Royal River Conservation Trust), founded 

in 1992. He was once the chairman of the Yarmouth Conservation Commission. The Barker family 

acquired the land from Helen Greenlaw in 1957, the same years as the Pole Yard fire (below). 

RIVERBOAT: The Dugas family's use of Riverboat, LLC, comes from a grandfather's 

family business Riverboat Electric. 

STEAMBOAT HOYT: Linc Merrill of the North Yarmouth Historical Society writes that Yarmouth 

businessmen Charles Russell and A. O. Sands built a small steamboat 35' long that could carry about 

30 passengers, perhaps called the Hoyt, which in the early 1890s navigated this section of the Royal 

River between Yarmouth's East Elm Street and the Wescustogo House resort and springs in North 

Yarmouth. 

POLEYARD FIRE: A fire in 1957 originating at the CMP Pole Yard on the western 

bank of the Royal River burned some of the forest on the Barker parcel, according to Yarmouth’s Open 

Space Guide. It may have also affected the forest on the Dugas parcel. 

CMP POWERLINE CORRIDOR: The CMP powerline easement across the Dugas parcel was granted 

in 1956 and cleared shortly thereafter. 

SAINT LAWRENCE & ATLANTIC (GRAND TRUNK) RAILROAD. The railroad was proposed and 

built beginning in the 1844, and began operating in 1853. The Pratts sold rights to cross the now-Dugas 

parcel in 1848. The railroad was the vision of John Alfred Poor of Portland and Andover, Maine, 

brother of the founder of Standard & Poor’s. Grand Trunk’s president Charles Melville Hays died on 

the Titanic in 1912. The former headquarters of Grand Trunk, in Portland’s Old Port, is now a flagship 

office building of Gorham Savings Bank. The railroad line between Portland and Auburn (through 

Yarmouth) was acquired by the State of Maine around 2000. Freight service to the last customer (B&M 

Baked Beans) was discontinued in 2015. The line has been recently studied as a possible route for 

passenger rail or commuter light rail service to Lewiston- Auburn, or Montreal. 

WABANAKI NAMES: One Wabanaki name for the Royal River is “Pumgustuck”, which means “falls 

river.” The Wabanaki name “Wescustogo” includes the tidal section of the river, meaning “muddy.” 

IMPOUNDMENT & DAMS: The first dam and mill was built at East Elm Street’s “Fourth Falls” in 

1759 to power an iron refinery. The dam’s impoundment reaches the Riverfront Woods Preserve, and 

continues upriver beyond Route 9 in North Yarmouth. 

JACOB R. PRATT HOMESTEAD FARM: The Pratt family owned land in the North Road and Ledge 

Road area since before 1805. The family had been residents of Yarmouth (and the previous North

Yarmouth) since at least the early 1770s when the first Pratt births were recorded. By 1871 there were 

at least 4 Pratt family farms on North Road, all near the junction with East Elm Street. In 1848 David 

Pratt and Jacob Pratt owned the now Dugas parcel and sold a corridor to the railroad to allow railroad 

construction. The Dugas riverfront parcel was part of the homestead farm of Jacob R. Pratt until 1895, 

then of Eugene Pratt until 1927. Eugene Pratt owned the parcel in 1924 when a cattle underpass with 

“1924” carved in the keystone was built under the railroad. 

TURNER FAMILY OWNERSHIP (Dugas riverfront parcel): Max and Ruth Turner purchased this 

parcel in 1948. It then passed into the ownership of Anne Turner before being sold to Steven and Greg 

Dugas (DBA Riverboat, LLC) in 2016. 
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    _____4/16/2020_____

 ___________________

This plan was approved by the Yarmouth Town Council on: 

This plan was reviewed and approved by 

Maine Department Agriculture, Conservation & Forestry on: 

This plan was reviewed and approved by the Parks and Lands Committee on:  ______3/4/2020_____ 

This plan was reviewed and approved by the Royal River Conservation trust on:   ______6/1/2020_____
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